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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight and Saturday Fair;
Temperature Unchanged

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's Sa
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against more than sixty corporations
and a number of individual defend
ants, heaiied by James B. DukeThe process of organization' of the
combination alleged to be unlawful
spread over many years. It began in
January, 1S90. Then the first Ameri
can Tobacco company was incorpo
rated for the purpose, it is alleged.
of taking over the business of five
indeiendent cigarette plants.
In 1898, the Continental Tobacco
company was incorporated for the
alleged purpose of taking over the
business of the Ameri
IN
ARGUMENTS
BEGUN
SUIT TO
can Tobacco company and the busi
DISSOLVE AMERICAN TOness of ;.v3' cthr plug tobacco con
BACCO COMPANY
cerns.
In 1900, the 'American Snuff comwas incorporated for the alleg
pany
IN THE U. S. SUPREME COURT
ed purpose of taking over the snuff
business of the American Tobacco
ALLEGES IT IS A company and of two or three indeGOVERNMENT
rcntient snuff manufactrers.
COMBINATION IN RESTRAINT
In 1901, the American Cigar com
TRADE
OF
pany was incorporated for the al
leged purpose of taking over the
FIRST OF BIG TRUST CASES cigar business of the American To-uaccompany and an Independent
mai .acturer of ctears.
WILL AFFECT
FINAL DECISION
In the same year, the Consolidated
OTHER PENDING SIMILAR
iobacco company was incorporated

TRUST FACES

-

BATTLE OF
ITS LIFE

plug-tobacc- o

CITY EDITION

the street car and escaped over the

well before its enactment and it is
needless to say we thave had a mighty
hard time since'
Mr. Johnson said that the cost of
production had increased eleven cents
per pound in the last ten years. He
asked that the tariff commission in
SUSPECTS BROUGHT BACK
its investigations "Investigate this
James Grimes and George Miller,
business and literally camp on the
both
from the New Mex
ground, sleep and eat in sheep campB
ico penitentiary, passed through Las
and thus ascertain the cost of proVegas last evening in charge of Of
duction today, and I have not the
ficer Ben Williams on their way to
slightest fear of the wool growers'
Albuquerque. Grimes and Miller, with
case if an honest report of the act
Dennis Hart, who has been in the
AMERICAN COMPANY WINS HARD
ROBFOLLOWING
ARRESTED
SHOULD ORGANIZE THEMSELVES ual conditions is to be the basis of
Bernalillo county Jail for some weeks
tariff revision." He strongly advised
FOUGHT BATTLE IN AUSTRIA
BERY OF DULUTH HOTEL,
MILITANT
INTO
DEFENSIVE
are charged with the robbery of the
a powerful organization as the best
s
THEY SLAY CAPTOR
BODY
HUNGARY
John Becker Mercantile company
means of cure and deplored "Pinchot
store at Belen, when several safes
rule and regulation plague."
were blown open and property and
THEN HOLD UP STREETCAR
KEYNOTE OF THE CONVENTION
COMPROMISED EFFECTED
cash to the amount of $1,500 was
SUPREME COURT ADJOURNS
taken. The men were captured at
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. The ter
YOUTHFUL BANDITS PULL OFF
Utah, on descriptions furnished PRESIDENT GOODING TELLS THE ritorial supreme court adjourned last AS A RESULT ALL REPRESSIVE
by the Santa Fe officers. They con
JESSE JAMES STUNTS IN
MEASURES ARE TO BE
WOOL GROWERS THEY HAVE
evening out of respec to the mem
sented to return here without the for
LAKE METROPOLIS
REMOVED
ory of Senator Stephen B- - Blkins.
REACHED CRISIS
mality of extradition papers, although
Senator Elkins formerly had been attheir willingness to leave Utah was
torney general of New Mexico and
THEY ESCAPE FOR TIME BEING not altogether unselfish, as they were TARIFF NOW SATISFACTORY
territorial delegate In congress. The LOCAL REFINERS LOSE OUT
strongly suspected of pulling off a recourt appointed Thomas B. Catron,
cent
safe blowing in Ogden, and the
former law partner of Senator El THEY EMPLOY ANTIQUATED ME-IN AUTOMOBILES
POSSES
AND
IN
PRESENT
ANY REDUCTION
officers there hesitated to allow such
kins,
W.
Attorney General Frank
HUNDREDS JOIN IN PURSUIT
THODS AND MACHINERY IN
RUIN
WOULD
SCHEDULE
a likely pair out of their keeping.
Clancy and former Adjutant General
OF THE FUGITIVES
THEIR BUSINESS
INDUSTRY
George W. Prlchard, a committee to
draft suitable resolutions.
Jan. 6. William
Duluth,
Minn.,
Washington, Jan. C The Standard
Portland, Ore., Jan. 6. Today's
4
Oil
Nacompany ihas won a long and
Wool
Growers'
before
work
the
Muzary and Algot Johnson, a bell boy
hard fought commercial victory In
a
to
formulate
is
tional association
and night porter respectively of the
Austria Hungary. The state depart
baBis of agreement between the man
ment today was notified that a satisTO
Hotel McKay, early today held up,
ufacturers and the wool growers with
agreement had been reached
factory
robbed and shot at the night clerk,
between the Vacuum Oil company, a
a view to combating a revision down
bound and gagged two other men in
Standard Oil auxiliary, and the
ward of the tariff. Delegates to the
minister of finance in
the hotel basement and escaped with
convention, almost to a unit, de
the controversy between the Stand
fifty dollars belonging to the hotel.
clare that a reduction in the tariff
I
ard Oil company and those oil con
GREENE
The youthful hold-upone 18 and BY GOOD BEHAVIOR.
would ruin tfhe sheep industry in the
cerns
controlled by
AND GAYNOR, HAVE REDUCED
the other 19 yeirs old, were arrested
United States. President Gooding and
The agreement provides for
capital.
LEADER
OF
RECENT
BRAZILIAN
SENTENCE 11 MONTHS
others declare the best result of the
and placed on street car after a sharp
the removal within eight days of till
NAVAL REVOLT AND 44
convention will be the Incorporation
measures affecting
the
repressive
chase. While being taken back to
Into
association
6.
Wool
Growers
of
Jan.
be
the
OTHERS SUCCUMB
American company. The dispute was
Ga.,
By
good
Atlanta,
the city they asked to be allowed to
miliant defensive body.
havior in the federal penitentiary
initiated, it is said by local Austro- go inside the car. The request was here, Benjamin D. Greene and John F.
In an address before the associa
Rio Jaerio, Jan. 6. According to Hungarian refiners, who employ angranted. Once inside one of the Gaynor, convicted in the noted Sav- tion last night, Peter G. Johnson, of today's Journal de Commercio, Joao tiquated methods and machinery. A
in his Judg Candido, the leader of the recent re- similar controversy is threatened in
youthful bandits pulled a revolver that annah harbor government contract Blackfoot, Ida., said that
eoa volt in the
M. ment the sheep industry and
other Roumania.
navy and forty-fou- r
had escaped the attention of Police frauds, for which Captain Oberlin
wJuld
w term In prison, have western country in general
served
met
Carter
have
sudden
death.
mutineers,
man uuesuiore, wno naa capiurea cut
their four yeans' sentence down have been a minion collara Better Candido succumbed to gangrene Whilo
them. He opened fire on the officer to three years and one month.
tariff law had a prisoner, and twenty-si- x
Un- off if he
of bis asand killed him. The bandits then der the good behavior rule they have been destroyed by the president's ve sociates died from sunstroke while
to. "We were getting along pTetty engaged in repairing the fortress' on
held up the passengers and crew of only a month, longer to serve.
Cobras island. Eighteen others were
suffocated in their' cells in the prison
on Villegadnon island.
Northern Pacific railroad bridge. A
number of posses In automobiles and
a large crowd of citizens have joined
in the man hunt.
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COMMERCIAL
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MUST STAND

VICTORY FOR

OFFICER

TOGETHER

STANDARD

BOY THUGS
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Og-de-

-

LITIGATION

(Continued on Page Five)
Washington, Jan. 6. The final con
test in the government's fight to dissolve the American Tobacco company, one of the biggest corporations
In existence, under the Sherman
law, is now before the court of
last resort, the United States supreme
court for final disposition. Arguments were begun in this suit today
and the court's decision will have a
far reaching effect on litigation of a
similar nature pending against the
Standard Oil company and other al- EXPECTED TO REACH CITY IN
leged trusts.
TIME TO PARTICIPATE .IN BIG
The suit under the Sherman antiSTATEHOOD MEETING
trust law to dissolve the
"tobacco trust" was instituted in
If it Is possible for him to make
1907 in the circuit court of the Unitto do so, Judge
arrangements
of
district
southern
ed States for the
New York. The proceedings were Clarence J. Roberts will arrive here
on Santa, Fe train No.
brought bythe department of Justice this evening
2. This will enable Mm to attend the
statehood meeting at
iblg
the Duncan opera house. Judge Roberts has been asked to address the
meeting and will do. so if he arrives
la time.
It Is likely also that he will go tomorrow to Mora with the party, of
which Governor Mills is to be a men
ber, and make an address at the big
Imeeting there tomorrow night.
The supreme court, of which Judg-Roberts is an associate justice, wi
EXPLORER COMPLETES
POLAR
adjourn tonight) or tomorrow until
WALKING TESTS TO PROVE
after the election of January 21. This
HIS CLAIMS
is to allow the judges and membeirs
of the bar to work for the ratification
Washington, Jan. 6 The officiaf of the constitution.
report of Captain Robert Peary's reCHURCH BARS NEWSPAPERS
cent walking test, as produced by
made
pubLyons, France, Jan. 6. The Archthe naval regulations, just
lic, is in the opinion of his friends bishop of Lyons today issued a
Catholics
droce forbidding
In the navy, the strongest possible
refutation of the arguments of his from reading four republican newscritics, who have questioned the time papers published in the dioctse ami
the explorer captain made over the declaring the reading of such papers
ice on his return from the 'North to be a sin.
Pole. Captain Peary took the test on
December 18, 19 and 20. The first
day he walked 25 mile in 6 hours, FEW HOMESTEADERS
45 minutes; the second day, 25 miles
in 7 hours, 26 minutes, and the tihird
NEEDJSSISTANCE
day, 5 miles in 1 hour, 28. minutes.

JUDGE ROBERTS

ati-tru-

MAY ALSO SPEAK

HERE TONIGHT

non-partis-

?MY

REFUTES

ARGUMENTS OF
CRITICS

dio-cesia-

REBELS TAKE MORE TOWNS
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 6. According
to a newspaper correspondent at
Guaymas, Sonora, the insurrrectos
have appeared in Sapuaripa and the
river districts In that state, but have
not interfered with mining or other
a
Industries. They have captured
and Trinidad and a few smaller
towns, but have retained the same
civil officials, merelytearlng up the
old commissions from Diaz and issuing new orders from Madero.
Yo-cer-

PRESIDENT

DENIES

PARD0NAPPL1CATI0N
MAN

OF

CONVICTED
MUST

SERVE

PEONAGE

PRISON

SENTENCE
President Taft
Washington, Jan.
trtdav denied the application for a
commutation of the sentence of W,
S. Harlan, manager of the Great
Lumber & Turpentine company, do
ing business in Florida and Alabama,
who was convicted on a charge of
peonage- in Florida.' Harlan must
serve a terra of eighteen months' im
prisonment and pay a fine of $ 5,000.
6- -

-

REPORTS
FERING

OF

WHOLESALE

IN ESTANCIA

SUF4

VALLEY

INCORRECT

In spite of reverses which would
have discouraged a less courageous
people, the residents of the Estancla
valley are preparing to plant crops
this year on an even more extensive
scale than last season. This is the
statement of Don Eugenio Romero,
who has just returned from Estancla.
Mr. Romero says there was so
raiuoh. talk of hardx times in Estancia
that the county officials made up
their minds to conduct an investigation. They asked the school directors
In eacb district to report to them
every family they discovered to be
The
In straightened circumstances.
directors made a careful examination
and found but three families in want
They were given relief by public and
private subscription.
"People like those in the Estan
cla, valley will never give up," said
Mr. Romero, this morning. "In spite
of the drouth of last season they are
in a fairly good condition. They have
the spirit that means success and . It.
will not be long before Miey are sup
plying field products to a good por
.
tion of New Mexico."

NOTED CRIMINALS

SOON

SUDDEN DEATHS

LEAVE

SUFFERED BY

THE PEN

MUTINEERS

Austro-Hungarls-

n

MAIL VALUED AT

Payn-Aldric-

$50,000 IS

STATEHOOD MEETING TONIGHT
Governor Mills, Chas. A. Spiess and 0. A. Larra-zol- o
Will Discuss the Merits of the
New Mexico Constitution
'

r

Voters, if you live in New Mexico for fifty years to come
than that
you will have no more important question to decide
which confronts you now: "What will you do with the

constitution?"
Tonight at the Duncan opera house you will have an
opportunity of hearing men well qualified to speak, expound
their views in redard to the document recently framed in
Santa Fe and for or against which you will be called upon to

vote on January 21.
Governor William J. Mills, jurist, statesman and loyal
citizen of New Mexico, will explain why the constitution
meets his approval and that of the great majority of the
legal profession throughout the territory.
0. A. Larrazolo, a democrat and defeated candidate to
the constitutional convention, will tell you why his vote will
be cast in favor of the document.
Charles A. Spiess will entertain and interest iyou with
his remarks, given from the standpoint of president of the
constitutional convention.
Other speakers of ability .) will address the meeting, Put
off vour other engagements Mr. Voter and get up to the
Duncan opera house tonight. You will there learn things
about the constitution that you perhaps could not j glean; in a
'
dozen perusals of its provisions. ;
?

NOT

TO BE Fl UNU

RANCH HANDS CREMATED
Cheyenne," Wyo., Jan. 6. The fine
ranch home of "Billy" Todd, eight
miles south of Pinedale, burned to DARING THEFT OF REGISTERED
the ground last night. Two ranch
POUCHES TAKES PLACE IN
hands, Charles Netton and John Mc- SAN FRANCISCO

Cune were cremated in the ruins.
The origin of the Are is unknown.
Jan. 6 Three
San
Francisco,
The dead men were in charge of the
mail, with conof
registered
pouches
ranch during the absence of Todd.
tents valued at $50,000, have been
stolen in the last few days in San
POWER PLANT WRECKED
ex
6.
An
Francisco, or on the way across the
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan.
to Oakland, according to the
east
harbor
wrecked
the
plosion early today
side of the big power plant of the Call. This paper says the stolen
Minneapolis General Electric com- pouches contained late Christmas
pany. Two men were seriously in- shipments and money orders, drafts,
jured. The city was left temporarily checks and currency forwarded by
local bank9 to close the year's acwithout electric current.
counts in the east and northwest.

STRIKE BABIES IN

HOOPER

MAY

LOSE

OUT

Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 6. Regular
STAINING democrats
DANGER
today still block the
meeting of the state legislature and
cf
the inauguration
OF consequently
MILK FUND FOR CHILDREN
Ben W. Hooper, fusionist governor-elec- t.
IDLE GARMENT WORKERS

JF

IS EXHAUSTED

Chicago,

Jan.

6.

Thousands

It was stated today that
of

'strike babies," the children of the
striking garment workers, are in dan

ger of starvation. The milk fund for
supplying nourishment to the babies
of the strikers will be exhausted tomorrow and the committee of which
Mrs. Joseph T. Bowen is chairman, is
at a loss for ways and means of continuing the supply which has saved
the lives of hundreds of infants during the present struggle. Only f41.25
was received from the puhllo as a result of the last appeal for funds for
the babies.
MAY, BE FEDERAL JUDGES
'
Washington, Jan. 6. Representa- Uvea Smith of Iowa and Boutell of
Illinois are under consideration by
President Taft for Judgeships, the
former to succeed Judge Willis
recently promoted to the
supreme court, on the circuit bench,
and Mr. Boutell to take the, place on
the court of customs appeals made
vacant by the promotion Of Judge
William H. Hunt to the court of
-- .,
commerce.
r,

forty-on- e'

regular democrats in
the house had signed an agreement
to remain out of the house until the
fusionists should agree ;to dismiss the
contests instituted over eight or more
seats claimed by the regulars. Many
regulars are growing restive, and say
they will go home.
of the

forty-si-

x

TWO MURDERERS
ARE ELECTROCUTED
YOUNG ITALIANS PAY EXTREME
PENALTY FOR KILLING

RENT COLLECTOR
Dannemora, N. Y., Jan. 6. Domln-ic- k
Ferrer! and ;Vincente Leonardo,
two young Italians from Albany, who
murdered a rent collector at the behest of the black band, went to the
electrio chair in Clinton prison this
morning. Just before lie was strapped In the chair, Leonardo confessed.
Ferrer! maintained his Innocence to
.hvttuivxdifi
the., last. -

2

BIG CASE ARGUED DONA ANA COUNTYlTHIRD OF ARlZOllWATER

RAILROAD STRIKE

IN THE SUPREME

WILL LINE UP

ONCE PART OF

MENACES THE

THING OF PAST

COURT

JANUARY 21

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL

SAYS MUDGE

ARIZONA
AGAINST

&

COLORADO

RIO GRANDE

SUIT
SUB-

MITTED ON BRIEFS
'

FAMINE

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. The cele
brated suit of the Arizona & Colorado
Railroad company vs. the Denver and
Rio Grande, which came before the
supreme court on appeal from the district court of San Juan county, was
yesterday submitted on briefs, after
arguments had been made by coun
Eel for the appellants and the appel
lees. The case Involves right of way
in northern New Mexico for which
both roads have made surveys.
Other cases argued and submitted
before the supreme court yesterday,
follow:
Case No. 1248. The Bank; of Com'
merce, appellee, vs. Jaspar N. Broy- les et al, apellante, appeal from dlstrict court, Socorro county, a motion
for rehearing was argued and submit
ted.
Case No. 1S54. In the matter of
the last will and testament of Sarah
Ellen Dye, deceased, Isaiah Dye, exe
cutor, appellee, vs. Ora Butler Meice,
appellant, appeal from district court,
the court overruled the motion to dls
miss and the appeal was argued and
submitted.
Case No. 1361. Puritan Manufacturlng company, appellee, vs. Totl &
Gradl, appellant, appeal from district
court, Bernalillo county, the motion
to dismiss appeal was argued and
submitted.
The court overruled motions for
a rehearing in all of the following
five casea:
No." 1324. Michael O'Neill, appellant vs. Fred J. Otero, special master,
appellee, appeal from district court,
Santa Fe county.
No. 1256. The Sacramento Valley
Irrigation Co., plaintiff In error, vs.
Oliver M. Lee, defendant in error;
error to district court, Otero county.
This case involves important 'water
rights in the Sacramento Mountains
in Otero county.
Case No. 1250. Eagle Mining and
Improvement Co., plaintiff in error
vs. R. E. Lund, defendant in error;
error to district court, Chaves county.
Case No. 1269. Territory of New
Mexico, appellee vs. Carlos Cecil Ayer,
appellant, appeal from district court,
Bernalillo county.
Case No. 1367. P. H. Coesling et
al, appellees vs. Gross Kelly & Co.
appellant, appeal from district court
Bernalillo county.
Case No. 1277. Eagle Mining and
Improvement company vs Mary R.
Hamilton et al., a mandate from the
United States supreme court affirming the judgment of the supreme
court of New Mexico was filed and
judgment entered against the Eagle
Mining company for $12,500 and
'
costs.
Case No. 1358. Territory of New
Mexico, appellee vs. Malcon Trapp, ap
pellant, appeal from district court,
on
Submitted
Lincoln
county.
briefs; the appellant gets 60 days
and the appellee 30 days thereafter
to file briefs.

PREDICTED THAT IT WILL GIVE HISTORY OF THE GADSDEN PURCHASE AND HOW 8ISTER
MAJORITY OF 500 FOR THE
TERRITORY GOT NAME
CONSTITUTION
Albuquerque, N- - M., Jan. 6. Five
Ihundred majority for Che constitution
and for immediate statehood for New
Mexico in Dona Ana county, is the
Montoya
good news which Nestor
brought back with him from south
ern New Mexico where he bad been
for several days with Governor Mills,
O. A. Larrazolo, H. O. Bursum and
meetings
others, holding
in behalf of the constitution.
Not only will Dona Ana county
roll up a big majority, according to
Mr. Montoya, but interest in the constitution and the reasonable certainstatehood Ihas
Immediate
of
ty
aroused the people of all southern
New Mexico, with the result that It
now seems certain that every county
in the south will return a substantial
majority for the constitution. Everywhere the speakers were greeted with
enthusiasm. Everywhere they found
interest in the constitution awakening and the opposition waning. The
great maes of the people in southern
New Mexico, Mr. Moytoya declarel,
are keenly alive to the vital importance of the election now less thai
three weeks away and he anticipates
a heavy vote and a great majority
for statehood- Opponents of statehood have tried
industriously to leave the impre.islon
that Dona Ana county is against
the constitution.
They have exploited the noise made by one or two
dissatisfied persons as evidence of
this opposition.
According to Mr. Montoya, the 'op
position to statehood In DDiia Ana
county is confined to two or three
people whose combined influence will
have but little effect on the vote.
n

,

UNITED STATES NOT

IN DANGER OF FAMINE
THE CROPS ARE KEEPING PACE
WITH THE GROWTH IN
POPULATION

Washington, Jan. 6. The ability of
agriculture to maintain population in
this country is discussed at length by
Victor H. Olmetead, chief of the bu
reau of statistics of the Department
of Agriculture, in his annual report:
'Frequent assertions that the fertil
ity of the soils is washing into the
streams," says the report, "and that
the productivity of cultivated land is
diminishing are misleading the public
into the belief that the agriculture of
this country is decadent and that
there is life in the old formula that
population must tend to increase at a
greater rate than subsistence."
The mean production of an acre of
wheat increased in a greater degree
than the normal increase in popula
tion in twentysix states from 1886 to
1895 and from 1896 to 1905, according
to the report, and in the case of corn
increased production an acre has ex
ceeded the normal increase in population of fourteen states, while very
nearly .the required increased production was made by five other states.
With regard to oata and barley and
E. G. MURPHEY HAS A GUARAN potatoes production increased
over
TEED CURE THAT HAS STOOD
population.
"The ability of the soil and the
THE TEST OF TIME
agricultural arts and sciences," con"to produce crops
Catarrh cures come and catarrh cludes the report,
at
increase
a
rate
of
greater than
cures go, but Hyomei continues to
cure catarrh and abolish its disgust either the normal rate of increase of
or the normal as temporing symptoms wherever civilization population,
influenced
by immigration has
arily
exists.
times innumerdemonstrated
been
Every year the already enormous
of agriculture,
b
the
able
department
cura
for
sales of this really scientific
catarrh grow . greater, and the pres- by the experiment stations and by the
ent year will show all records intelligent farmers over the country.
broken.
If you buy a HTOMEI outfit for $1
REGISTER NOW IF
and hide it in a .dark cupboard it
YOU WISH TO VOTE
won't cure your catarrh.
If you breathe It daily as directed
it will cure your catarrh or It won't 4- It is of great importance that 4
all the voters who wish to cast
f
cost you a cent, aBk E. G. Murphey.
If you have a hard rubber Hyomei f their ballots on January 21, at f
inhaler somewhere around the house, 4- the election for the adoption or
4get it out and start at onoe to for 4- rejection of the constitution for
the new state register now. The
ever rid yourself of catarrh.
4books are now
registration
bota
G.
will
sell you
E.
Murphey
open and will remain so until 4tle of HTOMEI (liquid) for only 50
cents; start to breathe it and notice 4- January 11, when they will be
closed. For the city and town
how quickly It clears out the ' air
4- of Las
Vegas registrations will 4passages and makes the entire head
4- be made in the
following places: 4
fine.
feel
HTOMEI used regularly will cure 4 Precinct No. 29, at City Hall:
Precinct No. 5, at office of El
catarrh, coughs, colds, bronchitis or
Precinct No. 3,
sore throat. A complete outfit Includ 4- Independlente;
at home of Jose Blea; Precinct
ing a hard rubber pocket inhaler
No. 6, at store of Eufemio Lu-- 4
costs $1.00. No stomach dosing. Just
breathe it. It kills the germs, soothes 4- - cero y Jlron.
and heals the lnflammed membrane,

No More Catarrh

-

Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 6. It was
on December 30, 1853, that Gen
eral James Gadsden, by direction
of the government, purchased for
$10,000,000 that part of Arizona and
New Mexico which lies south of the
River Gila, consisting of 45,535 square
miles, a purchase which settled the
Mexican boundary dispute.
This dispute was very unpopular ic
Mexico, and was the principal causo
which led to Santa Ana's banishment
as a traitor in 1855. The incident
which led up to the purchase was the
trouble the corps of engineers of the
government encountered when they
went to that aectlon to explore a
route for a Pacific railroad. Gadsden
at that time was United States minister to Mexico.
The tract of land secured by the
United States government was bound
ed on the north by the Gila river, on
the east by the Rio Grande, and on
the west by the Colorado, and had an
extreme breadth from north to south
of 120 miles.'
The land was regarded as of lit
tle use for agricultural purposes, and
was purchased largely with a view of
settling boundary disputes in that
quarter between the two governments.
Gadsden, who engineered the deal,
was a South Caro'lna soldier and diplimat. He graduated at Tale in 1806,
and entered the United States army
He served with
soon afterward.
marked efficiency in the war of 1812,
to Gen.
was appointed
eral Jackson in 1818, participated in
the Seminole war, was appointed mil
diitary inspector of the southern
con
vision in 1820, and subsequently
ducted the removal of the Seminole
Indians to the southern part of Flor
ida.
After Gadsden's retirement from the
army he became a planter in Florida,
and was a member of the legislative
Later he
council of that territory.
became president of a South Caro
Una railroad,
and engaged in com
merce and rice culture. Following his
treaty with Mexico, Gadsden retired
to private life.
The Gadsden treaty was not rati
fied and published until 1854, when
commissioners were Bent from both
governments to establish the boun- aary. An Important road was opened
In 1858, over which ran for two years
Arizona's first stage, the Butterfield
overland line from Marshall, Tex., to
San Diego, carrying the mails and
passengers twice a week, until erv
ice was stopped by Indian depredations.
In 1856 the United States govern
ment took military possession of the
"Gadsden purchase, and Forts Bu
chanan, Mojave and Breckrenridge
were established. Owing to mining
operations, the population Increased
considerably from 1855 to 1860, and
Tucson and Tubao prospered som9
what. At the latter town the first
newspaper in Arizona was published,
from 1858 to 1860, the Weekly
Congress added southern Arizona or
"Gadsden Purchase" to New
the
Mexico, In which country, the terri
tory north of the Gila was included.
The territory of New Mexico on Janu
ary 18, 1855, attached the "Gadsden
Purchase" to Dona Ana county, but it
was felt that Arizona should be a distinct territory, and many efforts were
made to obtain from congress a terri
torial government.
In 1860 a constitutional convention
was held by the people of Arizona,
and officers for the proposed territory
were elected and laws were adopted.
Nothing came from this attempt to
organize the territory, and although
New Mexico was in favor of a division,
it was only on February 24, 1863, that
Arizona was admitteed as a territory
of the United States.
The name Arizona comes from the
former Papago locality of "Arizonac"
or "Arizonaca," probably meaning
place of small springs, a few miles
from the present Nogales, where some
celebrated nuggets of silver were discovered in 1736 to 1741.
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A Reliable Cough Medicine
Is a valuble family friend. Foley's
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8tb
St., Eaaton, Pa., states: "Several
members of my family have been cured
of bad coughs and colds by the use
of Foley's Honey and Tar and I am
never without a bottle in the house.
It soothes and relieves the irritation
in the throat and loosens up the cold.
I have always found it a reliable
cure." O. G. Schaefer and
cough
Cross Drug Co.

ROCK
OF SUPPLY IN SANTA PRESIDENT OF
SYSTEM TALKS ON
FE CAUSES GREAT SUFFERCONDITIONS
ING THERE

SHORTAGE

Thomson's
"Glove Fitting
Corsets

ISLAND
1911

N. M., Jan. 6. This city
Chicago, Jan. 6. President H. U.
is menaced by a water famine owing Mudge of the Rock Island system,

Santa Fe,

to a shortage in the domestic sup
ply furnished by the Santa Fe Water
& Light company. As a result there
is much suffering in many homes,
in homes where sickness ex
ists. That a new water supply is a
crying need and the only remedy
for existing conditions Is the consensus of pinion. Speaking' of the deplorable situation that exists, the
New Mexican says:
"Santa Fe, if it intends to grow,
must look around for an additional
water supply.
The regular flow of
the Santa Fe river is not sufficient
for the community and the reservoir
depends upon spring floods to tide
the city over its needs during the
year. This has proved insufficient on
more than one occasion. Additional
reservoirs should be built; a pumpInR
plant should be installed to lift f.l.e
underground waters; or if feaslie,
part of the flow of the Pecos should
be diverted into the Santa Fe watershed. Whatever is done, it should
be done without delay. Public utility
corporations and municipal governments owe It to the poeple to provide such utilities as water end to
look far ahead to supply the naais of
the future.".
LITTLETON TO SPEAK
Columbus, O., Jan. 6. Arrangements are complete for the Jackson
Day banquet to be given In this city
tomorrow night under the auspices of
the Franklin County Democratic club.
The principal speakers of the evening
will be Martin W. Littleton.

CHAMP

CLARK

FOR

6YEARPRESIDENT
DEMOCRATIC LEADER DECLARES
IT WOULD KILL OFF SECOND
OR THIRD TERMS

Washington, Jan. 6. Extension of
the presidential and congressional
terms of office is favored by Repre
sentative Champ Clark of Missouri.
"I am in lavor of amending the
constitution," said Mr. Clark today,
'so as to elect the president for one
term of six years and make him in
I am In favor
eligible for
of that because every time there is
an extraordinarily popular president
a lot of fools boom him for a third

term.
"For more than one hundred years
it has been part of the unwritten law
of. the land that a president shall
serve two terms and no more. I am
in favor now of fixing it so it cannot
be broken. If the presidential term
is made six years I am in favor of
making the term of congress three
instead of two.
Mr. Clark also is in favor of electing both the president and the representatives In congress on the last
Monday in Augustand of inaugurating
the president and the members of
congrea on the first Monday In

and acknowledged to be one of the
most astute railroad officials in the
country, is out with a statement in
that railroad
which he declares
States are a
United
in
strikes
the
thing of the past. In prognoscatPresident
ine for the new
year,
Mudge says:
"In my opinion the trend of gross
earnings will be downward, or perhaps on a level with 1910; the trend
of net earnings will be downward,
even should the gross increase slightly.

"The physical condition of the
railways as a whole is equal and per
haps a little better than in other re
cent years.
idea t 'scientific
"The
management' is not a new one, but
has been well considered by railway
operating men for a number of
years. The theory advanced to the
interstate commerce commission, as
I understand it, is that labor should
be more efficient, and if more ef
ficient it would take less of it, there
by reducing the aggregate of the pay
rolls while Increasing the earnings
of individuals.
"Unit costs have already greatly
been reduced through better efficiency
and possibly can be further reduced,
but operating officials who have de
voted their lives to this work do not
believe that sufficient reductions can
be made to offset the increased cost
of operation through government regulations, such as the safety appli
ance law, the nine-hou- r
day for telegraphers, employers' liability law,
ash pan law, electric
and the full crews in
laws,
headlight
various states, additional cost of accounting, filing tariffs, etc., and increased wages to a large number of
men whose work is such that uo
Increased efficiency can be hoped fo
Any large saving through 'scientific
management must be preceded by
large expenditures for new plants,
"The most conclusive argument in
favor of the proposed increase in
freight rates is comprised in the
above and in the further fact that
large reductions have been made in
the average rates through state reg
ulation, state legislation, and in the
number of decisions made by the interstate commerce commission in
between
various rate controversies
communities, such as the Missouri
river case, the Spokane case, the
Texas cattle rate case, and some others. If there are not upward revisions
to partially offset the downward revisions, the lower level of rates will
soon wipe out any margins that may
still exist"My view of he railway labor problem Is that there will he very few
If any, more general strikes of railway employes; that, on account of
the interest of tbe public in a continuous operation of the railways, all
that
Important wage controversies
cannot be amicably settled will be
referred to some tribunal for arbitration, and eventually such tribunal of
s
will have to be correlated with the tribunal of

Our Sale Price

$3.50
MODEL 430

extreme length skirt which
long it has the
lines that
responsible for the beautiful long, flowing hip
are the distinctive feature of the most striking new dress models.
This is the figure you!desireto follow, and Model 430 is the corset
and so
you need you will find no Jother so decidely comfortable
and
strictly rn vogue. The material of this corset is fine batiste,
to the long soft skirt which extends several inches beyond the
side hose supporters. The
Vmnintr te
... attunhfA tw
- " front and two
"
close-fittin- g

IS very
is

boning is guaranteed rust proof.
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ESTABLISHED 1862

WHOLESALE DEALERS--

ICO

self-cleani-

TRADE

ONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

SIX
Dry Goods

'

IN NEW MEXICO"

COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS
Groceries, Hardware,

HAIL ORDERS

Implements,

SIX

Stoves, Vehicles

m2T$S2r'

USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

ALBUQUERQUE,

,

SANTA ROSA

Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
IS identifies
it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other

fellow a chance when you are not looking,
f If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

-

wage-maker-

MARK

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE GO.

LAS VEGAS

Phone MeJn 227.

9HIS

VICINITT has a climate of unsurpassed healthful- ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wells of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen inches, average, occurring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, fj proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surroundthe
city is now being constructed.
ing
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Bui lding stone of superior quality it
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National
Forest, with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of tha city are
open all the year for health or pi en sure seekers.
N

'
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FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Aprioot Brandy
5

Stars.

G. H. Mumms

.

Different Brands
of Bourbou and

17

Rye, so we have
your brand.

fc

Co.

Pommery

GreatWestera
Sauterners'
Virginia Dare
Claret

'

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer

Niersteiner
California Brandy
Imperial Ri
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

ne--

Wine

All Holiday Brands of Cigars

OPERA

BAR

PHONE TO
MAINk 110

NEW BISHOP OF
RHODE ISLAND
CONSECRATED
REV. JAMES DEWOLF PERRY
SUC

CEED3 THE LATE BISHOP
M'VICKAR

THE KIDNEYS ACT FINE
Backache and Bladder Misery Goes
After Taking a Few Dotes
Whether old or young, no man or
woman can make a mistake by taking a good kidney medicine any time.
The moment you suspect any kidney or urinary disorder or feel a dull
constant ache In the back, sides or
loins, or the urine is full of sediment
or thick, cloudy and offensive, irregular of passage or attended by a
sensation of scalding, begin taking
Pape's Diuretic, with the knowledge
that there is no other remedy at any
price, made anywhere else in the
world, which will effect so thorough
and prompt a cure,
The time to cure kidney trouble is
while it Is only trouble before It
settles into dropsy, gravel, Bright's
Disease or diabetes.
Pape's Diuretic acts directly upon
the kidneys, bladder and urinary sys
tem; heals, cleanses, vitalizes and
regulates these organs, ducts and
glands and completes the cure usually' within a few days.
Lame back, painful stitches, rheu
matism, Prostatic trouble, nervous
headache, dizziness, irritability, sleeplessness, inflamed or puffy eyelidB,
or weak, worn-ou- t
bilious 6tomach
tired feeling and other symptoms
caused by sluggish, inactive kidneys
disappear. Uncontrollable, smarting,
urination
frequent
(especially at
night) and all bladder misery ends.
Your physician, pharmacist, banker
or any mercantile agency will vouch
for the responsibility of Pape, Thomp
son & Pape vof Cincinnati, who prepare Pape's Diuretic 50 cent treatment sold by every druggist in the
world.

WOOL GROWERS
MOST AUCTION
OFF CROPS
THIS 8YSTEM

OF SELLING ONLY
WAY TO BREAK THE DEALERS COMBINE

Providence, R. I., Jan. 6. With im
Portland, Ore., Jan. 6. Samuel
posing ceremonies Rev. Mr. James De-Ballantyne, secretary of the Idaho
Wolf Perry, late rector of St. Paul's
Wool Growers association, speaking
church in New Haven, was conse
before the National Wool Growers
crated Bishop of Rhode Island in St.
association at Its session here, made
John's Episcopal church today. In
a strong plea for the inauguration
in this country of the auction sale
succession to the late Bishop McVick-ar. The venerable Bishop Tuttle of
system of disposing of the growers
St. Louis, presiding bishop of the
output, which he said would break
the wool dealers combine and 'give
American Eupiscopal church, was the
the manufacturer an independent
consecrating bishop, assisted by Bish
source of purchasing his wool on
ops iveison or Atlanta and Lines of
competitive basis.
Newark.
Mr. Ballantyne denied as utterk
The decorations of the church were
unfounded and absurd the charge that
most elaborate and it was filled to Its
the national wool warehouse is
capacity when the services began with
gigantic combine. He said in part:
the procession of bishops, clergy, lay
"This is an age of organization
men and choristers. Professor Henand progression; the time when the
ry B. Washburn of Cambridge Theoold methods are giving way to the
logical seminary, master of ceremonew. The many ship wrecks that
came
first. He was followed by
nies,
drift ashore tell their own story of
the bishop's croizer borne aloft by a
a hopeless struggle to cope with the
chorister. The choristers came next
new conditions, where only the fittest
and then the procession of bishops
survive. These rapid changes have
and clergy. The rear was brought
of
Drought about the
application
Dr.
up toy
Perry and his presenters
economic and scientific methods in
Brewster
of
Connecticut
and
Bishop
the successful operation of all indus
Bishop Greer of New York.
tries. The sheep industry should be
Tne service began with the holy
no exception to the rulecommunion, read by Bishop Tuttle
"While we have raised the stand
from in front of the altar tablj and
ard of breeding to a high plain of
lnsida the rail. Bishop Lawrence of
perfection, producing a mutton shea)
Massachusetts preached the conse
unexcelled In size and quality and a
cration sermon. The orders of elec
wool fiber second to none, yet with
tion, canonical consenr of the church
the
exception of the inauguration of
es and bishops and the testimonials
the national wool warehouse, we have
of the bishop-elec- t
were read and then
In the last three months the rail
made little or no progress In the'
followed the various ceremonials pre way carmen have formed twenty-fiv- e
and marketing of our woo
handling
scribed by the ritual of the Episcopal new unions.
It is shorn, packed and stored with
church for the consecration of a bish
About 92 per cent of the building
the utmost indifference on the part
op, concluding with the administering trades mechanics
at Hot Springs,
of the grower. It is exposed to all
of the sacrament to all of the partici- Ark., are organized.
manner of weather.
sub
Foreign
At present Porto Rico has 130 local stances
pants.
of every description may be
The new bishop was born in
labor unions with a membership of
found packed with it. The vilest
Ho more than six thousand.
Pa., October 3, 1871.
kind of a twine is used in the tieing
was graduated from the Germantown
San Francisco, Calif., Typographic of
the fleece; and sometimes bones,
al union No. 21, now has a member
Academy in 1887 and received the
sticks,
pelts and the portions of old
gree of bachelor of arts at the Uni ship of more than one' thousand.
carcasses are thrown in, and the fel
The North End Coal Heavers' so low that does this knows
He
versity of Pennsylvania In 1891.
good and
ciety, at Liverpool, England, has amal well that his wool is not going to
spent the next year In
work at Harvard id then entered gamated with, the dockers' union.
be sold for the market value. Tie
In St. Louis, Mo., there are more knows It Is going to be sold In tfe
the Cambridge Theological school.
from which he was graduated In 1S95. than two thousand men employed In Original bag, and that wben the
The following year he was ordained the brick, tile and terra cotta Indus buyer cuts open a sack or two lie
a priest In the Episcopal church. He try.
Is not likely to cut Into the ones con
New York City members of the In talnlhg this rubbish. So this crimin
occupied the pulpit of Christ church
Fitchburg, from 1897 until 1904 ternational Wood Carvers union are al method of packing wool is net
a
when he became rector of St. Paul's trying to obtain
eo much the fault of the growers
week.
Haven.
New
church,
themselves, as with the system of
A scheme to regulate the output in
marketing it, largely due to the fact
time of strike has been adopted , by that our wool has never been sold
A
MOTOP.IST
ONE IN 180
the miner internlationlal congress according to its market value, but
New York, Jan. 6. There are about in
Europe.
on a speculative basis.
hnlf a million licensed motor cans
The first union of fur cap makers
"When we reflect that the wool
ecct-tIn
in use
the United States,
was formed in New Yorki city recent clip of this country aggregates in
ing to statistics given out by the ly and intends to demand higher wag value over $80,000,000, and that it is
National Highways Protective asso-- es and a shorter workday.
sold without any knowledge of its
iatlnn. The states which lead in
The newly organized East Side market value to the growers and
this state census are:
Bank Clerks' union in New York city must first pass through the hands of
64,000; California, intends to make a demand for higher
New
York,
the speculator before reaching the
Illi
39,000;
40.000: Massachusetts.
soon.
hours
and
shorter
wages
manufacturers, I am constrained to
34,000
Pennsylvania,
nois, 35,000;
A meeting of Pullman car porters say, gentlemen, that such a system
Ohio, 32,000; Iowa, 23,500; New Jer was held in Chicago the other day
is a reflection on the intelligence of
sey, 20,000; Michigan, 18,500; Indi with a view of organizing a union the man engaged in the industry.
ana, 16,000; Wisconsin, 16,000; Nej with a death benefit feature.
."Two
years ago some of the
'
braska, 14,500; Missouri, 13,000, and
Organized labor throughout Okla sheep men made an effort to get away
Connecticut, 11,000.
homa is- working strenuously for the from the retrogressive method of
adoption of the amendment to the handling wool and determined upon
constitution, extending suffrage to wo a plan of organizing a great nationmen.
al warehouse which was accomplishStrong efforts are being made in ed. In that venture, we have met
Colorado to bring about a shortening with the most strenuous opposition
PURELY VEGETABLE
of the working' hours of factory wo- from the wool commission merchant
THE ONE SAFE BLOOD RME
men and to establish a minimum wage and their buyers. Every inch of proIt is a generally recognized fact for them.
gress we have made has been stuben
been
has
new
law
a
botanIn
from
the
Japan
that medicines taken
bornly opposed by them. Th growical kingdom are better adapted to acted which provides that the atate ers themselves have made this optothe delicate human system, and safer must find work for all discharged
position possible by not standing
in every way than those composed of
an
of
It
makes
which
and
gether.
Among prisoners,
strong mineral mixtures.
them,
"But coming to the point, as to
the very best and safest of vegetable fense to molest or boycott
or
whether or not it would be feasible
The state federation of labor
Dreoarations is S. S. S.. a blood medcine made entirely of roots, herbs and ganized in Wyoming in 1909, now has to sell wool in this country by auclocal tion sales, the question arises, are
barks, in such combination as to affiliated with it sixty-on- e
blood
of
all
make it the
pun
greatest
nineteen
we yet ready for it? Gentlemen, I am
'
unions, comprising In all
fiers and the finest of all tonics
crafts.
of
and
the opinion that if the growers
trades
S. S. S. does not contain the least
are ready for it, the time
themselves
Bakers'
and
the
the
in
past year
During
any form,
particle of mineral
in
this country for the Infor
is
International
ripe
any and Confectioners'
is an absolutely safe medicine
While purifying the union spent $67,781 in strike benefits, auguration of such a system. That
one to use.
this
blood,
great vegetable remedy It had sixteen strikes during the wools are sold successfully by auccounbuilds tip every portion ot tne system
ten were won and six tion sales in nearly all foreign
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh year of which
to
lend
support to
tries would seem
Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, are pending.
attempts
three
That
method.
this
Snrnfnla Constitutional Blood Dis
Under the new laws In Portugal
and
country
in
this
made
been
morbid
have
and
eases, and all impurities
the right to strike is conceded to all
is
against
to
seem
It
would
argue
of the circulation.
classes of labor, with the exception failed,
it.
nprfpctlv reliable and safe for children ot
There are, however, two very
Strikers
employes.
government
And little ones who have been weak
apparent reasons for these failures.
npd with scrofulous affections or must give from eight to twelve days
First, the sheepmen themselves. Secother inherited blood troubles, can notice of their Intention to strike,
The
ond, the commission merchant.
ti,-with.
tiiilrt
remedy
...
, 1 .
largely
contributed
one factor that
good results and wiuiouitnesngmeai.
as a
WATERWAYS COMMISSION
to these failures was the small
danger. S.S.S. is unequalled
of
Toronto, Ont, Jan. 6. The Can amount of wool back of the movetonic; it invigorates every portion
the system, and the healthy blood it adian and American sections of the ment. Had there been enough to Increates largely assists in overcoming International Waterways commission terest the manufacturers, the results
stomach
any derangement of the
met in Joint Session at the King Ed no doubt, would have been different
and digestive system. If you need a
"It now remains to inquire why
no
better ward hotel in this city today for the
blood medicine you could do
of such a system cannot be started In
been
of
the
discussion
in
further
las
marking
S.
S.
It
S.
take
to
than
use for more than forty years and is the International boundary through this country. In the first place, the
still recognized as the best. Book on the Great Lake and adjoining wa-- manufacturers can't start it, the wool
write.
the blood free to all who
commission merchant wont start it.
i
CO., Atlanta. 6a. ters.
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The constitution adopted by the convention which met in Santa Fe during October and November is now before you and
will be submitted for your ratification at
an election to be held on Saturday, January 21, 1911.
The Republican party of New Mexico,
having worked faitufully to secure the passage of the Enabling Act for the admission
of New Mexico, and believing
that the
Constitution prepared by the convention is
the best so far adopted by any state of the
Union, heartily endorses that Constitution
and urges that you give it your approval ou
election day.
The one hundred delegates to the convention were chosen representatives of the
people of every locality in the territory.
They worked earnestly and faithfully for
fifty days preparing fundamental rules of
government which would secure and preserve the rights and liberties of the people.
They had before them the constitutions of
the forty-sistates of the American Union;
and from these and from their own knowledge and experience, they adopted provisions whioh they believed best suited to
conditions in New Mexico. The result of
their deliberations Is submitted to you as a
safe and adequate constitution for a great
sovereign state.
It contains everything necessary for a
state government under the Constitution of
the United States.
There are careful limitations upon the
powers of the legislature.
No special privileges . and no exclusive
franchises can be granted.

The rate of taxation and the amount
are limited and the
Incurring of new Indebtedness must be authorized by a vote of the people. In case
any law should be passed by the legislature
whioh is obnoxious to the people, they can,
by a petition signed by ten per centum of
the electors, have the law submitted at an
election for their approval, or rejection.
of publio indebtedness

Corporations are to be under the regulation and control of a state corporation
commission to be elected by the people.
The plan for the regulation of rates ot
railroads and common carriers is believed
to be the best and most effective yet adopted by any state. Instead of the slow process of appeal and litigation through the
several courts, whioh prevails in other
states, the New Mexico corporation com
mission will enforce Its orders through
application to the supreme court of
the State, which will be always In session
for that purpose.
a
dl-re- ct

This commission will have power not
only to fix tatea and charges, but to compel
the railroads to furnish adequate transportation faciltles and to provide and maintain depots, sidings and agents for the convenience of the public.
There are provisions against trusts,
monopolies and combinations in restraint
of trade.
The costly fee system Is abolished. Officers will receive stated salaries and all
fees and commissions will be paid into
the public treasury.
All public monies must be deposited on
Interest, in banks in New Mexico, which

because they don't want It, the majority' of the sheep men would like
to start it, but want a few of their
brother sheep men to start It first
If a majority of the sheep men got
back of this wool movement, we
would then be started on the highway of success. Under this system
the national wool warehouse would
either have to be enlarged or additional storage room rented.
"In this western country there are
over 28,000,000 sheep, producing a
over 200,000,000
wool output of
of
pounds annually. An assessment
one cent per pound on this wool
would raise $2,000,000. Money enough,
waregentlemen, to build all the
houses we would ever need and to
start the auction sales system In this
country very ndcely.
"But in starting this proposition
why should It be necessary for the
their own ware
aannmm to

will

OF' HEW

rurnish ample security therefor,

the

HEW

not too high a price to pay for independence.
The experience of the people of other
states proves that the additional expense Is
much more than offset by the Increased
value of all "roperty under a state govern-

interest to be paid into the proper funds.
i

Ample provision is made for the maintenance and support of the publio school
system. Means are provided for holding at
least five months of school each year In
every outlying district where the limit of
local taxation would not furnish sufficient
funds.

ment
The Enabling- Act grants to the atata
the schools and state institutions about
5,750,000 acres ot land and a certain portion of the proceeds of sales of all public
lands within the state.
-

for

There must be uniform system of text
books for all public schools and they must
not be changed oftener than once in six
years.
'

It is of the utmost Importance that New
Mexico should be admitted as soon as pos-

Judges, district attorneys and practically all officers are to be elected; and generally they can not immediately
succeed
themselves in office.

sible so that these lands may be selected
before all the good public lands are disposed df.

The income from the rentals and sales

The schedule continues in force, until
repealed by the legislature, all the laws of
the territory of New Mexico no in conflict
with the Constitution.

of this land would furnish a large revenue
for the support of the schools and public

institutions
and very much decrease the
burden of taxation.

A careful reading of the Constitution
will show that every Bubject of government has been carefully provided for, and
that if the people should desire any changes
to meet present or new conditions, they
can amend the constitution, except as to
elective franchise and certain other rights,
by a majority vote.

It should
thing to those
ritorial form
desirability of

People In all ages have fought for
govern
themselves.

their independence, the right to

There are always publio enemies.
There are always people who are dissatisfied with everything that may be proposed.
There are certain democrats who are op- -'
posed to the admission of New Mexico as a
state under a Republican administration;
and there are always Irresponsible demagogues trying to deceive the people.

The people of New Mexico have struggled under a territorial government for over
sixty years and It speaks well for the character of the people and the wonderful natural resources of the country that there
has been a gradual Improvement during all
that time in education, In government, In
conditions of living and in everything that
makes for a higher and better civilization.

f

They are all publio enemies ot the people of New Mexico and they are the only
ones opposing the ratification of this constitution.
Many false statesment have been
but no one has been able to point
single section which is not for the
interests of the people and fair to all

But during that time we have seen successive waves of prosperity sweep over the
country, which have- - enriched the people
of our neighboring states but of whioh very
little crossed the barrier of territorial government into New Mexico.

made
out a

best
alike.

We want to elect our own governor,
Judges and other officers.

One misstatement is about the publio
debt to be assumed by the state. The facts

are:

The Enabling Act requires the State to
assume the debts of the Territory of New
Mexico and of the several counties thereof.
Including certain railroad aid bonds of Santa Fe and Grant counties. The Constitution declares that the State will assumo
these debts and issue bonds therefor; but
it also provides that a tax be levied on the
property in each county to pay the Interest
and sinking fund for that county's share
of the bonds. Each county will pay its own
debt and will not have to pay any portion
of the debt of any other county.
The railroad aid bonds will be paid out
of the proceeds of rentals and sale of one
million acres of land granted by congress
for that purpose.
The Commissioner of Publio Lands of
New Mexico states that he can sell enough
of that land immediately to pay off the
bonds and that there will remain about
650,000 acres which will go to maintain the
public schools.
So the people will lose nothing by the
payment of these debts, the counties will
get the benefit of lower rates of interest
and the. school fund will be enriched by
many millions of dollars.

It is charged that the expense of a
state government will cause Increased taxation. It is true that there will be additional expenses. A careful estimate of the
saalries of the state officers and of all expenses of the state shows that the addition-

al burden will amount to about 30c per annum for each person in New Mexico or
eight cents on each one hundred dollars of
actual value of property. Surely this is

houses? Why not go to Boston and
Philadelphia and rent warehouses?
For in this undertaking we are not
looking for an investment, that will
concern. But
be a dividend-payin- g
we areseeking an avenue of escape
from the wool speculator. We are
seeking to inaugurate a system that
will break the wool dealers' combine, and give the manufacturer an
independent source of purchasing his
basis. In
wool on a competitive
other words, the producer Is seeking
to sell his wool direct to the manu
facturer on Its own merits, and at
its market value. The charge that
the national wool warehouse is a gigantic combine Is so utterly unfound
ed and absurd, that It is not worthy
of a passing consideration here.
"The key note of success In this
movement Is the amount of wool
back of It There must be enough
to make it worth while to the manu
.

be unnecessary to say anywho have lived under a terof government, about tie
statehood.

f

We want a voice in the election of the
president of the United States.
We need two senators and two repre
sentatives In congress to see that New Mexico gets a square deal along with the other
states; that a fair share of the money appropriated by congress for publio improvements be expended within the state;
and that the millions of acres of land withheld and, tied up In reclamation and other
projects, be thrown open to settlement at
the earliest possible moment
.

The wise statesmen who negotiated tha
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which transferred this territory and its inhabitants to
the United States, realized that the people
of New Mexico could not hope to achieve
their highest destiny under a territorial
form of government They stipulated that
at the proper time New Mexico should be
admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights
and privileges of a sovereign state.
After Jong years of waiting, the proper
time has come.
On Saturday the 21st day of January,
1911, will occur the most important election

every held by any people. Let no mac
will not be needed or that
for many years he will have another chance
to vote for statehood.

think his vote

If you want to be freemen; if you want
to secure for your descendants the priceless heritage of liberty and equal rights
go to the polls on Saturday, January 21st
1911, and cast your vote "FOR THE CONSTITUTION."
REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Then rent your ware
facturer!
each grower paw the act
let
houses,
ual expense of storing, grading, and
the selling of his clip.
"The output of wool In the United
States will average over 300,000,000
pounds annually. From the best information obtainable (which Is by no
means accurate) the wool" dealers
make an average annual profit of 2
cents per pound on these wools. At
this very low estimate, which I
think is conservative, their profits
are $6,000,000 per year. In addition
to this, It costs them over a million
dollars a year to market this amount
of wool through their agents.
"This great loss to our industry
In its ef
every year is
wool speculator
fect The
hangs
heavy about our necks; it matters not
whether our business is prosperous
or In a state of depression, they ex

act the pound of riesn, as oft as our
Sheep are shorn.
"The psychological moment has
arrived for the auction sates of wool
in this country through the ware
house, but it is up to the sheepmen
to grasp the opportunity.
Foley Kidney Pills
Are tonic in action, quick in results. A special medicine for all
kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
C. Abbott, Wolfebore, N. H., says:
"I was afflicted with a bad case of
rheumatism, due to urio acid that my
kidneys failed to clear out of my
blood. I was so lame in my feet.
Joints and back that it was agony for
me to step. I used Foley Kidney
Pills for three days when I was able
and the
ti get up uidall move about
gone. This great
pains were
change in condition I owe to Foley
Kidney Pills and recommend them to
any one suffering as I have." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
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WIPING OUT ANARCHISTS

TONIGHT'S RALLY

rfiTioi tfiucn 4r?a

GOVERNOR WILLIAM J. MILLS

OUR

DISC0UNSYSTEM

The death of a' number of anarch-ist-a
at the close of a bloody battle
PUBLISHED IT
,
with the pollce and soldiers of LonTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
mooKPoaiTve
don may be a matter for regret by
Has been in force for over (wo years and
but
the criticism
humanitarians,
M. M. PADGETT
Editor
has Jiven universal satisfaction Our
which is being heaped upon those
10
who fought this desperate band to
prices the lowest possible for. cash
the death does not seem to .be de- IT MARKS BEGINNING OF SPEECH-MAKINper cent off for cash, think of your saving.
Entered U the Poitoffice at East served- Whether or not, as 'charged,
TOUR OF NORTH.
Las Vegaa, New Mexico, for tranamla-lo- n the anarchists were "
plottlng'The
EASTERN NEW MEXICO
AT
through the United Statea Mail wholesale assassination of
European
aa aecond class matter.
The statehood meeting here tonight
rulers, the fact 'remains I..tJf they
an
in
themselves
is
the first of a series of similar
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voluntarily
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1.00
tix Months
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Advertisers are guaranteed, the
'
Sheriff
Mr.
Mora.
Ward and
largest daily and weekly circulation whom it is directed, that is the fault ing at
of any newspaper in northeastern New of those who wield it. The anarchist Secudino Romero held t, meeting in
cows, $34.75; native cows and heifflONEY AND STOCKS
Mora several days ago and made arMexico.
is the Ishmaelite ot civilization. His
Call
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New Mexico now appear to his
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Light,
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THE DILLS METHOD
fully equipped for this purpose.
abide.
'first aid to the ailing."
It is perhaps, not generally realized
For ever and aye, in dust at his
Physicians are often accused of
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'side?
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THE APPROACHs

PERSONALS

15

1

1

OF WINTER
J- -

Cold mornings "knd nights
'meanscolds, and colds mean

that, "disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the

A.D.8.
COLD

and GRIPPE

REMEDY

A. Proctor,

a resident of Roy.

is in the city.
Lee Burton went todav to Santa
Fe on a business trip.
P. McCormack of Chaiierlto. was
ihere today visiting friends.
John Hartman, who resides on the
mesa, was a visitor in Las Vegas
: -today.
J. J. Howgendollar, a resident of
Raton, was among the
visitors 1m Las Vegas today.
G. P. Sanchez, a well known resi
dent of Watrous, was in Las Vegas
today, transacting business.
John D. W. Veeder left this afternoon for Santa Fe. He will spend
a short time- - transacting business in
that city.
Robert J." Taupert left this afternoon for Faywood Hot Springs, where
he will spend a short time enjoying
a rest and vacation.
Paul Sandoval and Mrs. Sandoval
who had been here visiting relatives
since before Christmas, left today for
their borne in Omaha, Nebr.
After a brief business visit to Las
, Vegas, Eugene
last
Roy returned
night to his home in the Mora county
town, which bears his name.
Frank Thompson who has spent
the holidays In Las Vegas expects
to leave tomorrow or Sunday for a
visit to his former home In Florida.
a. M. Bergere, a prominent insurance man of Santa Fe, arrived here
this afternoon and will transact business in Las Vegas for a day or two.
Mr. and Mrs. Noa Ilfeld, who had
been here several days visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Ilfeld, have returned to their home in Albuquer-
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A SILKEN SPIDER'S WEB
May be industriously spun and woven of finest
texture, but the least thing that brushes against it
destroys it forever. It's so with dollars and cents.
Not husbanded they take wings and fly away.
Put them in

OUR SAVINGS BANK

'

And have them drawl interest. Time will tell the
story of having wisely deposited them when you
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these days disregarding our cost entirely Please do- charge any of these Items:
$1.00 for set of 3 Potts Irons and stand.
$1.00 for the $1.35 Savory Roasters.
Pure White Table Linen, $1.35 value,
$1.00 for yard
$1.00 for the 11-- 4
heavy fleeced $1.35 Blankets.
White Pepperell Sheeting.
$1.00 for 4 yards
$1.00 for 8 yards 36 Inch Silkolene.
$1.00 for 6 yards Curtain Net, white or Arabian.
$1.00 for 4 yards 58 inch Red Table Damasks, 35c value.
$1.00 for 3 Window Shades, 7 feet long, on rollers.
$1.00 for 2 65c Quality Shades, 7 feet long, on rollers.
$1.00 for the $1.25 Linen Napkins, per dozen.
$1.00 for 6 yards best Table Oil Cloth, any color.
$1.00 for $1.50 Nickle Table Lamp, with shade.
$1.00 for the $1.50 Smyrna Door Rugs.
$1.00 for the $1.50 White Enameled Bath Seats.
$1.00 for the $1.50 Bath Room sets.
$1.00 for the $1.50 "Handy" Kitchen sets.
$1.00 for 2 of the 75c Feather Pillows.
Crash.
$1.00 for 8 yards of the 15c Stevens
$1.00 a pair for all $1.25 and $1.50 Lace Curtains.
$1.00 for 7 yards 36 inch Colored Burlap.
$1.00 for 5 yards 36 Inch 25c eolred Den'm.
$1.00 for 7 Joints best 6 Inch Stpve Pipes.
$1.00 for "The Queen" Carving Sets.
$1.00 for 6 large 20c Linen Towels.
$1.00 for the $1.50 "Nickle" Register Banks.
$1.00 for the $1.25 Folding Toy
$1.00 for 5 yards "Pequot" 4 Sheeting.
$1.00 for 25 rolls Toilet paper, worth 5c each.
"
$1.00 for 15 roll3 Toilet paper, worth 10c each.
nickeled
No. 8.
$1.00 for the $i.50
Plates.
$1.00 for the $1.50 large size,

n

is a panaceat No cold remedy known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

0O0O000OAO

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
Office 701
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous.
Douglas Avenue.
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Las Vegas Greenhouses
Store on Center Street
Phone, Main 462

rv'j

flomero Mercantile

50c Each
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and Paint Specialties

I

New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.
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Write for Catalogue and
Prices.
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rioccifipd fltls. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thmg is worm most.
'
vmi want to sell is WORTH MOST to some
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised nere.
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ac tfc lassifiedkds. arelread byjall possible buyers, of all
to be the finders of the
possible sorts of things.' they havejeome
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CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A.

F.4A.W
communi-

)a it r 'At "T'"

Regular
cation first and
third Thursday in
each montn. Visiting brothers cor
H. Klnkel, W.
invited.
George
dially
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretry.

w

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

AND

.

LODGE NO. 645,
E. ROSENWALD
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tues-

day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
Inivted. Isaac
Appel,
cordially

President;

Chas.

Gpeenclay,

.

Sec-

retary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2. KNIGKTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
TEMPLAR--V- 0
KNIGHT8
NO. 80i ueeu uecvud &di fourth
Ihursday .a u. it. C. hall. Pioneer
Regular conclTi second
Tuesi in each month at building. Vibitlng member are cor
Tipton. G. K
Masonic ToiuDia at 7:36 p. m. C. D.
dially invited. W.
a
F.
E.
P.
MacKel.
Tarnme,
Charles
S.
Eoncber,
C;

mJ

Optic't Number, Main
CLASSIFIED

FOR

ATES

2.
ADVER-

Kecorder.

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular colloca
tion first Monday in each

month at Maaonic Temple,

at

Experienced teacher la
E. S.
District 37 for 3 months.
Crooks, 3. Las Vegas.

.WANTED

Geo. A. Fleming.
SCENE

and
cow.

FOR SALE Gentle family driving
horse. Inquire C. McClanahan, Rosenthal Furniture Co., or 1055
Sixth street.

orua

at

Legal blanks of all d
Notary seals and reo
The Optic office.

For Rent

H.

dially

for Sale

FOR SALE

M. R. Wil-

1,
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD-- ,
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Monday
every
the second and fourth TuesMeets
Casevening In
days' of each month In the W. O. W.
tle HalL Visiting
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
Knights are corWorthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
Invited.

Help Wanted, Etc.

FOR SALE Two milch cows
calves, one an extra family
Harry Maurice, Sapello.

7:30 p m.

liams, H. P.; Chas.
Sporleder, Secretary.

O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every jViuuuay evening at
their hall on Sixth street. Ail lsit
Ing Brethren cordially iivlted to attend, Sig Nahm, N. G..; Carl vTra.
V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary;
vV. E. Writes, treasurer; C. V . Ha
cock, cemetery trustee.

The greatest event of the present
theatrical season will be marked Jn
this city by the Initial appearance of
that widely heralded play adapted
from the French, entitled "The Girl
in the Taxi," which is scheduled for
opera
appearance at. the B'uncan
house on Friday night, January 13.
It is said to be the biggest scream
from curtain to curtain ever produced.
The mixups start at the flat of
John Stewart on Riverside
Drive,
New York. Mr. Stewart's family is

Keeper of Records and Seal.

FROM "THE GIRL IN THE TAXI"

a wife and one son, the wife very
on
much
the
order, the son just arriving at
and $5.00 a month spending
money and objecting strenuously to
the penuary thus forced upon him.
Indeed he has been making
a contortionist
love to
lady in the flat upstairs and pawning
his father's clothes to buy flowers
for her. Then Percy and Mary Peters appear upon the scene. Percy is
looking for "the girl in the taxi"
Who proves to be Mrs. Smith, wife
tennis-flannel-

absent-treatme-

s

wto
manufacturer
of a perfume
chances to pay a visit to the Stewarts on' the eventful evening which
starts the play on its rapid-fire- ,
journey of joys and
Stewart
senior
The
jealousies.
slides out of the house late at night,
followed by Percy and later by young
Bertie, the destination of each being
unknown to the other. The destination of each proves to be the same
dining room in Ohurcblirs Cafe where
complications fairly tumble over each
other throughout the act. The head
bpeed-defyin-

g

Clerk. Visiting neighbors are
dially invited.

DENTISTS.

waiter steers the bunch into greater
and greater turmoil, the climaxes are

BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
postponed, heightened, the laughs
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
come like disohargete from gatling
and third Wedsesdays of each
guns, and the end, which comes in
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
a perfect tumult of comedy, finds
hall A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
the audience almost exhausted from Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memlaughing and gasping for breath.
bers cordially Invited.
It would be too bad to describe the
last act which in many ways is the e. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
funniest of the three, and as tie
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Boston Globe said, "There isn't a
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
slow moment in the entire perform
ance."
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con
don, Secretary.
of New Mexico; and it is further or
NO
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD,
dered that the clerk of this court
102 Meets every Friday alght
shall give and publish a notice of the
hall in the Schmidt buildlna
filing of said petition and of the said
vest of Fountain Square, at elgb
day fixed for the hearing thereof; and
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
that any person interested In the ordially welcome. W. C. Dennis, pre1
ganization of said district or in the
den ; Frank Revell, Secretary.
proceedings for the Issue or sale of
MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
RED
said bonds, may on or, before the date
hall every second and fourth
erhood
fixed as aforesaid for the hearing of
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rua
said petition, demur to or answer unVisiting- brothers always welcome
to said petition.
to
the wigwam. E. E. Gehrtng
is
And it
further ordered that the
sachem; Waits H. Davis, chief o
said notice, including a copy of this
records and collector of wampum
order shall be published in the Las
a
Vegas Daily Optic,
daily newspaper F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
published in the City of Las Vegas,
evenings each month, at Fraterna
San Miguel county, Territory of New
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brotbert
Mexico, as provided by law.
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre
Done in open court this 31st day of
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary
December, A. D. 1910.
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
Jan 25
Judge, etc.

cor-

F. R. LORD
OENTI8T
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms S and 4
Office Pnone Main 57
Residence Phone 418
'

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

DENTIST'
Has
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
phonea at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

Geo. H. Hunker
Hualcer
Chester
Precinct 31, Puertecito, house otNew Mexico, praying that the pro- HUNKER & HUNKER
Albino Sandoval.
ceedings in said petition set forth for
Attorneys at Law
Precinct 32, El Pueblo, house of the issuance and sale of the bonds of
La Vegas,
New Mexico
said district, be examined, approved
Candelario Ulibarri. .
and
be
of
thla
house
court,
and confirmed by
Precinct 33, Los VIglles,
ATTENTION STOCK OWNERS I
declared to be legal and valid obliJose Agaplto Martinez.
am fully prepared to prevent in your
Precinct 34, San Isidro, house ot gations of said district and a lien upon the real estate in said district.
stock, all contagious blood or germiFermln Benavldez.
That the said district court of San
cidal diseases; such as, distemper
Precinct 35, Las Galllnas, house of
In horses, black leg In cattle, filari
Claudio Aranda.
Miguel County has heretofore on, to-Precinct 36, Penasco Blanco, house wit: the 31st day of December, A,
(bronchitis) in sheep, hog cholera
D. 1910, entered its order fixing the
of Ezequiel Sanchez.
in pigs, and a number of others.
Precinct 37, El Cerrlto, house of hour of 10 o'clock a. m. on the 28th
Will also cure any of the above diseases while others pronounce them
day of January, A. D. 1911, at the
Epitaclo Quintana.
Precinct 38, Los Torres, house of Court House in Las Vegas, San Ml
Incurable. Will go to any part of
Luis S. Montano, Jr.
the territory when called by responguel County, Territory of New Mex
Precinct 39, Tecolotito, house of ico, as the time and place for the
sible parties. Write for terms and
fees. Address, Dr. G. S. Montoya,
hearing of said petition; that all per
Ecipio Salas.
1206 National avenue, E. Las Vegas,
Precinct '40, Bernal, house of Ceci- - sons Interested in the organization of
said district or in the proceedings for
lio Jaramillo.
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.
Precinct 41, Canon Largo, house of the Issuance of said bonds may, on or
before the date fixed) for the hearing
Antonio Coca.
Precinct 42, Romerovllle, house of of said petition,
the 28th day
Gumecindo Ortiz y Ortiz.
of January, A. D. 1911, demur to or
Stock Show, Denver, Colorado
National
Precinct 43, Los Fuertes, house of answer said petition.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
JANUAUY
That on said 28th day of January,
Seraplo Baros.
(Not Coal Land)
Precinct 44, Ojitos Frios, house of A. D. 1911, at the hour of 10 o'clock
department of the interior, U. b.
a. m. at the Court House, Las Vegas, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec.
Miguel Ortiz.
Precinct 45, El Agulla, house of Fi- - Terr'tory of New Mexico, or at such 12 19iu.
time as the hearing may be adjourn
denclo Lucero.
Notice Is hereby given that Herbert
Precinct 46, Emplazado, house of ed to, the said District Court of San Smith, of Gonzales, N. M., who, oh
Roman Romero.
Miguel County will proceed to hear October 26, 1909, made Homestead
Precinct 47, Hot Springs, house of said petition and examine the pro Entry Serial No. 012004, for Lots 1
Lorenzo Lear.
ceedings upon which said bond issue and 2 and S 2 NE
Section 2,
Precinct 48, Trementina, house of is based, tor the purpose of ratifying Township 16 N Range 21 E., N. M. P.
Hllario Gonzales.
and confirming the said bond issue, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Precinct 49, Agua Zarca, house of If said proceedings are found to be to make Final Commutation Proof,
Antonio Mares.
to establish claim to the land above
regular and according to law.
Precinct 50, Casa Grande, house of
By order of Court,
described, before Robt L. M. Ross, U,
Matiaa Aragon.
S. Court Commissioner, at Las Ve
JOHN JOERNS,
Precinct 51, San Ignacio, house of Clerk of the District Court San Miguel gas, N. M., on the 20th day of Jan
No. 3
6:15 A. M. A. Sena.
Jan. 25 uary, 1911.
Precinct 13, Rociada, house of Juan Cruz Rolbal.
County.
No. 7
5:15 P. M.
Precinct 62, Colonias Arriba, house
Claimant names as witnesses:
No. 9
6:35 P. M. Jose Maestas, sr.
Bartholomew B. Schweiger, of Cher
ORDER OF COURT
Precinct 14, Sapello, house of Ole-- of Pablo Barela.
Precinct 53, Encinosa, house of Do- Territory of New Mexico,
ryvale, N. M., John W. Grimes, of
garlo Montoya.
Depart
Prec'nct 15, Las Manuelltas, house lores Medina.
Cherryvale, N. M., George A. Humph
County of San Miguel, ss
No. I
2:10 P. M.
Precinct 54, Mishawaka, house of
of Romualdo Perea.
In the District Court. rey. of Shoemaker, N. M., Manuel D,
No. 3
6:30 A. M.
D. H. Newcomer.
In the matter of the Petition of the A. Maes, of Gonzales, N. M.
Precinct 16, Union.
Preparing for the Denver Stock Show, Jan.
No. 7
5:40 P. M.
Precinct 55, Cherryvale, house of Board of Directors of The Laa Vegas
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
Precinct 17, San Patricio, house of
No. 9
7:00 P. M
C. F. Jester.
Concepclon Alcorta.
Irrigation District, praying that the Dec 13 Jan 18
IMPROVING WESTERN CATTLE. in live stocK ana m addition to exhibPrecinct 18, San Lorenzo, house of BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION proceedings for the issue and sale of
iting the best the country affords in
COUNTY
SAN
ERS
THE
OF
OF
EAST BOUND
Donaciano Lopez,
the bonds of said District may be
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the big breed associations hold
cattle,
MIGUEL,
f
house
Precinct 19. McKInley,
examined, approved and confirmed by
(Not Coal Land)
Arrive
public sales at which selected animals
National
Western
Stock
Show
Roman
By
Fac
Chairman,
Gallegos,
Big
the court. No. 6947. Order of Court.
are sold without reserve. As a
HIginio Lucero.
Department of the Interior, U. S,
result
tor in Distributing Pure Bred
9:10 P. M.
LORENZO DELGADO,
ct
No. 2
of these annual sales herds
Be It Remembered, That on the 31st Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Dec
20, San Juan, house of Flo- Attestof pure
No. 4
11:25 P. M. rencio Sanchez.
Animals.
Clerk.
bred cattle are springing
(Seal)
day of December. A. D. 1910, the 12, 1910.
up all over
With the passing of the live stank the west and it is predicted
No. 8
1:15 A. M.
Precinct 21, Casa Colorada, house
Board of Directors of The Las Vegas
Notice is hereby given that John
that at
business
the
of
the
show
western
M.
10
1:45
No
P.
in Denver, western
coming
ranges into
NOTICE OF HEARING
of Nativldad Leyba.
Irrigation District, presented a peti W. Grimes, of Cherryvale, N. M., who, the hands of stock
herds
will give the eastern herds a
tion to the Honorable C. J. Roberts, on May 5, 1909, made Homestead En men, has come a farmers and ranch close run for
Precinct 22, Sabinosa, house of An- Territory of New Mexico,
the ribbons.
tremendous change
ss.
San
of
LeBlanc.
No.
tonio
MigueL
010006, for SE 4,
County
Section in the quality of the cattle. The old
judge of aaid court praying for the try,
At the Denver show next month
Depart
the
In the District Court.
Precinct 23, San Jose, house of
9:15 P. M.
examination, approval and confirma- 9, Township 16 N Range 21 E N. long horn, long legged cattle of tan American Shorthorn Association will
No. 2
and
Petition
fifteen
In the Matter of the
of the tion of the bonds issued by said dis- M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
years ago have almost sell fifty selected bulls and heifers and
No. 4
....11:30 P. M. Juan Segura.
Precinct 24, La Liendre, house of Board of Directors of The Las Vegas trict, as provided by law, and that Intention to make Final Commutation completely disappeared and their the Hereford Association will sell an
1:25 A, M.
No. 8
iiiactju nave oeen taken with the equal number. The Aberdeen
Irrigation District, praying that the the court fix the time for the hearing Proof, to establish claim to the land broad
2:10 P. M. Lorenzo Tapia.
No. 10
Angus
backed
Association
of
house
and
of
sale
issue
for
Pena
the
of
said
an
25,
Precinct
Blanca,
order that above described, before Robt. L. M. hereford and cattle of the shorthorn, vhIa coin will sell a ..number at nrl- proceedings
petition and for
polled breeds. It is
lne uallway Associa
the bonds of said District may be the clerk of said court, give and pub- Robs, U. S. Court Commissioner, at largely due to the
Cruz Duran.
big annual stork tion will sell about forty head These
Foley's Kidney Remedy An Appre
of
Precinct 26, Log Alamos, house
examined, approved and confirmed by lish a notice of the filing of said peti- Las Vegas, N. M., on the 20th day shows of the country that this evolu- cattle are all selected from
ciation
a
the Court. No. 6947. Notice of tion and the hearing thereof.
tion has been so rapid and none of the herds In the countrv and thiathe best
of January, 1911.
Jose N. Gallegos.
ti. McConnell Catherine, St,
exto
shows has been of more value to the distribution of mire blood will
And the court being now sufficientN. T., writes: "I wish
Claimant names as witnesses:
Precinct 27, San Pablo, house of Hearing.
have
To All Whom It May Concern i
press my appreciation of the great Jesus Sanchez.
advised
in
order
the
doth
Herbert
ly
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M., west than the National Western stfti, r;uiUUUB euect Pon the Quality of
premises
from
which
I
derived
Show,
Kidney
Foley's
opens its sixth annual
good,
Notice is hereby given that the that the 28th, day olj January, A; D. Bartholomew B. Schweiger, of Cherry-vale- ,
in tne iuture.
..void,,
Precinct 28, Chavez, house of Si
exhibition in Denver on
Remedy, which I used for a bad case
January 16
The
Las
Board
of
of
N. M., William Smith, of East This show
1911, at 10 o'clock a. m. of said day
Directors,
Vegas
Garcia
mon
Montoya.
did
y
bottles
The
Five
trouble.
railroads
was organized and continof kidney
all announce special
the be and is hereby fixed as the time of Las Vegas, N. M-- , John M. Stnbley. ued by an association
the work most effectively and proved Precinct 29, East Las Vegas, City Irrigation District have, on
of some Knn reduced rates to Denver and return
remost
30th day of December, A. D. 1910, hearing the said petition; said hear- of East Las Vegas. N. M.
to me beyond doubt It Is the
western stockmen and business men for the National Western Stock Show
HalL
which Is held during the week
liable kidney medicine I have ever
who saw the importance of
filed a petition in the District Court ing to be at the court house at Las
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Manuelltas,
Canon
de
30,
Precinct
of Jan'
educating uary
taken." O. O. Schaefer and Red
the
to
13
people
18
Dec
San
San
of
most
Jan
t,he
of
Miguel
County,
Vegas,
Miguel
Territory
County,
Territory
Jaramillo.
house of Juan
jnodern ideas
Cross Drug Co.
ELECTION

NOTICE

room house, 919 Til;
Notice is hereby given by the unGeo. H.
ubu. $10 Der month.
dersigned Board or County CommisHunker.
sioners of the County of San Miguel,
that on the 9th day of January, A. D.
housekeeping 1911. There will be held in each
FOR RENT Light
rooms. Electric light and bath. precinct of the County of San
inquire 717 Fifth street, or Phone
in the Territory of New Mex
,
Vegas 159.
ico, an election for a Justice of the
Peace and a Constable in the respect
FOR RENT Well furnished
house, ive precincts, and that the place
512 Main avenue. Inquire New Opwhere said election is to be held in
tic boteL
each precinct in said County oi San
Miguel, is hereafter set forth, oppo
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mra. site the number aiiu iu...i
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue.
respective prtcinct, aiiu uiace to ho.u
election.
FOH RENT Seven room house with
Precinct 1. San Miguel, housa of
eiucirlc lights and bath. Inquire Atanacio Ulibarri.
Precinct 2, La Cuesta. house ol
;z,i GalUnas.
Ramon Madrid.
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South, house
FOR RENT Five room house. Apply
of Juan B. Maes.
920 Galllnas.
Precinct 4, Tecolote, house of Flo- FOR RENT Two room furnished rentlno Trujlllo.
Precinct 5, Las Vegas North, iiouse
house, 921 Lincoln.
of Pablo Ortiz.
Precinct 6. Las Vegas Central,
house of Cleofes Armijo.
Precinct 7. San Antonio, house of
Martinez.
Bernardo
MANICURING, Mra. Maude Ulbrich,
8, Las Vegas Upper, house
Precinct
920 Washington.
of Pablo Zamora.
Precinct 9, Pecos, house of Pedro
Ribera.
LOCAL TIME CAKD
Precinct 10. Chaperlto, house of
Florencio Arellanes.
WEST BOUND
Precinct 11, San Geronimo, house
of Nicolas Esqulbel.
Arrive
Precinct 12, Rowe, house of Pablo
No. 1
1:50 P. M.
FOR RENT
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itor of Senator Bulkeley. From being
the closest of friends they have now

191

1

miles were built, as compared with
303 miles in 1909; nearly all the mils-ag- e
changed to the keenest of opponents.
added ln that state last year was
The McLean following gives as the
built by the Western Pacific, which
main reason why Senator Bulkeley
is now open for traffic. No new mile
should retire at this time an alleged
age was reported ln Connecticut, Del
promise made by the Senator that
aware, District of Columbia, Indiana,
he would, after one term in the senMaryland, Massachusetts,
Nebraska,
ate, retire and make way for the
New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island,
younger man, and do whatever he
Utah or Vermont In Canada, 1,884
could to bring about his election.
miles
were reported, as compared with
M LEAN
WOULD
DE 1,488 miles In
The attitude of the federal admin INDICATIONS SATISFACTORY
1909, an Increase of 356
REPRESENT CONNECTICUT
wtration toward Senator Bulkeley
spite Unfavorable finmiles, and in Mexico only 138 miles
IN THE U. 8. SENATE
grows out of the opposition of the
were reported, as compared with 281
ancial conditions
senator to the nomination of Mr. Taft
miles the previous year, a decrease of
Mart tnA rvn
-mjuu,, jan. 6. The ef-uctbut oi ineoaore ivoose- Jan. 6. In an interesting 143 miles. The following shows out
rarts of the opponents of U. S. Sen- velt in 1908. It may be recalled that Ln,Chicago.
, th wnrir f figures for mileage built ln the United
lnfnPln1nl.
ator Bulkeley to prevent his re- the Taft men were strong enough in th ,.Ht
.., rnnBtl-1States during the last 18 years:
aa t.
ecucui to prevent enner or tne
1893, 3,024; 1894, 1.760; 1895, 1,428;
election by the legislature
Gazette
Rallway Age
which has uuuea
states senators Deing sent
1896, 1,692; 1897, 2,019; 1898. 2.265:
Just assembled here have
brought
.C6a, w lue u.M6
last year in the United States Is great- - 1899, 4,569; 1900, 4,894; 1901, 5,386;
about an exceedingly
Interesting per- uon in mat year. me support given
fhfln thftt fnr th nrfivlona VAJlP 1902, 6,026; 1903, 5,652; 1904, 3,832;
sonal contest in Connecticut. There
oBiwior cuiKeiey to senator or-- Thla la nuIt. a Batt3faetorv fihowine. 1905, 4,388; 1906, 5,623; 1907, 5,212;
are very powerful forces at
1908; 3,214; 1909, 3,748; 1910, 4,122.
work aiier or unio in the latter's defense
against him,' and if he wins another of the Brownsville soldiers was an as financial conditions have not yet
ininduce
to
sufficiently improved
term in the senate in
spite of them other matter that did not tend to im vestors to back new
projects, and unall it will be a remarkable
STATE BOUNDARY DISPUTE
the
Conrelations between the
victory. prove
.
.1
Tl
as to the prospects of fu.1
certainty
... vvuuwuvui,
runiMiiu, ure., jan. e. Tne mem
nas ever necticut senator and the White ture
pumician
caused
has
the
traffic
'
suspenfaood 60 formidable a combination House,
bers or tne joint state commission
sion, of work already started and pre
as that which now confronts him.
Oregon and Washington appoint
McLean, who is fight vented other plana for new work beed to determine the boundary dispute
This combination includes a rival ing hard for the
has
Bulkeley toga,
carried out. Official returns from between the two states met
aspirant backed by almost unlimited been one of the prominent men of ing
today,
&n the rallwayB ln lhe Unlted
larly
preliminary to taking a trip down the
wealth, a large and influential sec- Connecticut for many years. He oe
own
rec
our
States, supplemented by
Columbia river to visit the disputed
tion of the Connecticut press, the gan life as a
reporter on a Hartford ords and figures furnished by the
territory, which consists chiefly of
powerful New York, New Haven and newspaper. His family was not rich
Hartford Railway company, and the and he had to make his own way in state railway commissions, show that islands in the the lower Columbia.
indirect influence of the federal ad the world. He Btudied law, and en-- approximately 4,122 miles of new Important fihsing rights are involved
main track were built in the United in the dispute.
ministrationtered the office of a Hartford law States
during the calendar year 1910,
Morgan G. Bulkeley was elected to yer, who was the principal represent
as
compared with 3,748 miles during
the United States senate in January, ative of the New York, New Haven
WANT RATES READJUSTED
1909.
The 1909 record was over 500
isuo, to succeed General Joseph. R, & Hartford railroad, and who for
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 6. Representa
miles more than for the preceding
Hawley, having been mayor of Hart many" years, when there were im
tives of the vast coal, coke and iron
ura irom isu to 1888, and governor portant measures affecting that cor year, which was the smallest63 since interests of
West Virginia
1897. These figures include
Ohio,
miles
of Connecticut from 1888 to 1893. His poration (before the legislature, had
s
in Wisconsin, on the Chi western Pennsylvania and several of
of
principal competitor for the nomina- charge of all the arrangements
by
the
are gathering
1tion in the legislature was tho late which victories were won over op cago division of the Minneapolis, St. in neighboringin states
readiness .for the
& Sault Ste. Marie, but
Paul
Pittsburg
they
Samuel Fessenden of Stamford. Sen- posing interests and corporations.
do not include new second, third or meeting tomorrow to inaugurate
a
ator Orville H. Piatt died a few weeks
Mr. McLean began to make money fourth
--or electric lines, campaign for the adjustment
of
track,
sidings
after Senator Bulkeley took his seat very rapidly in his profession. He
The actual increase over last last freight rates in the Pittsburg dis,
in the senate, and another contest became very active in politics, serv
trict.
10 per cent,
in the legislature took place imme- ed several terms in the state elgis- - year amounts to about
which
Many of the larger railways
M
diately. A vigorous aspirant for Mr. lature, was United States attorney
in the list have only ad
Piatt's seat appeared in the person or Connecticut from 1892 to 189B, are included
new mileage for work started
of Allan W. Paige, of Bridgeport, the and in 1901 was elected to the gov ded
the previous year, and with a few
two other candidates
being Mr. ernorship, serving two yearsexceptions no new work of impor
Brandegee, then a member of the
Mr. McLean as governor took a tance has been started. Consider
house of representatives, who final- - strong stand In favor of a revision
able progress was made during the
ly won, ana
George P. of the state constitution, in order to year in making permanent improve ARMY
EXPERIMENTS PROVE ITS
McLean, who had been for many abolish the supremacy of the small ments to roadbed to
carry heavier rol
VALUE. MAJOR GENERAL
years very closely associated with towns In state affairs, while Senator ling stock, straightening alignment,
Mr. Bulkeley. In the triangular con- Bulkeley ranged himself on the side and
WOOD SAYS
reducing grades. Many of the
test Senator Bulkeley warmly sup- of the small towns, which retained strongest
railways have reduced con.So convinc
ported Mr. McLean, who came within their power over the cities of the struction to the minimum.
Wadhtagtpn, Jan.
a few votes of obtaining the nomi- state, when a constitutional conven
"On the cut-of- f
which the Atchison, ing have .been the experiments made
nation In the legislative caucus.
tion was called, through their control Topeka & Santa Fe is building be by the army surgeons with typhoid
In the present contest,
of the convention. This is believed tween Texico, N. M., and Coleman, virus as. a preventive of typhoid
McLean appears as the only oompet- - to have been one of the potent rea Texas, which is to have a total length fever that the chief of staff, Major
sons for the aereat or Mr. McLean of 310 miles, there was completed General Leonard Wood, has issued a
ln his contest to succeed Senator a section ot 160 miles between Lub- general order looking to the vaccinaPiatt in 1905. If Senator Bulkeley bock and Coleman. This was the tion of the entire army, if possible
1b victorious In his present fight for
longest single stretch of new road with this virus. He eays:
d
The administration of
he will ow his triumph built. The Chicago, Milwaukee &
U
U
U
vLI
Sound added the largest serum, as now practiced, is harmless.
largely to this same hold on the Puget
small towns.
amount of new mileage, having built The protective value of this measure
as
every woman should read
fully demonstrated,
72 miles ln Idaho, 93 miles ln Wash- has. been
genmedicshown
the
of
the
statistics
and
advice
by
the
EXERCISES ington, 132 miles in South Dakota and
this
SUMNER MEMORIAL
al department. In order that the
erous OFFER THAT GOES
Boston, Jan. 6. Flags on many of 124 mills in North Dakota, a total
sec- army may, as far as possible, have
is
Fe
421
Santa
The
Boston
miles.
ln
today
of
WITH IT
buildings
the public
in hon- ond, with 100 miles in California and the benefit of the protection thus af
were displayed at half-staf- f
Sum 298 miles in Texas. The Northern forded, and enjoy immunity from a
Charles
of
The number of diseases peculiar to or of the memory
dread disease, commanding officers
one Pacific built 236 miles.
women is such that we believe this ner, who was born in this city
Paci-flthroughout the service are enjoined
Trunk
Grand
the
"In Canada,
space would hardly contain a mere hundred years ago today. Programs
to use their best endeavors to bring
easton
the
with
and
335
built
and
miles,
dealing
a
papers
of
addresses
mention of their names, and it Is
about the voluntary .acceptance of
statesTranscontinental
note
ern end the National
fact that most of these diseases are the life and deeds of the
this prophylactic treatment by all of
772
miles.
were
of
total
437
a
advocate
built
miles,
of a catarrhal nature. A woman can- man and
western end work Is under ficers and enlisted men and by all
to be an important factor in the high ance of all roads- - Everyone interestnot be well if there is a trace of ca carried out in all the public schools, On the
which
on 1,163 miles of main line and civilians resident at military posts,
Bowdoln
school,
way
the
inplndlTur
cost of living problem. France is ed in road improvement is eligible
'
tarrh in her system.
Senator Sum- branches, and oh the eastern end on except those over 45 year of age,
to use her fine system of roads for membership. Information on evsaid
Some women think there is no help stands on the site of
to have had the
807 miles. The Canadian Northern and those known
d
one
times as much ery phase of the good road1 movement
and
this
ner's
declare
birthplace.
just
for them. We postively
484 miles in the western pro- disease.
added
so
as
railroads
for
her
are
We
transportation, TVlll be furnished to all road engiIdea.
mistaken
to be a
"In case of an outbreak of typhoid
vinces of Canada, and revision work
whereas in this country the public neers, state officials and organizasure of this that we offer to supply
was carried out on a section of 11 fever at a post, compulsory vaccina
roads are so poorly maintained and tions requesting it of the Washingmedicine absolutely free of all cost BUSINESS ARMY TO
Includmiles of main line. This company is tion of the entire population,
as a whole, that the ton office or of any members of the
to
administered,
fai'a
oa
at
where
an
it
1U
men and
iwj
76 miles In Manito ing the families of the
on
now
work
at
1
board of directors.
substan-not
carry
only between
highways
give satisfaction, or does
INVADE SOUTHWEST iba, 283 miles in Saskatchewan, and civilians, may be had in the discremuch
as
proand
underthis
With
tiate our claims.
221 miles id Alberta, a total of 580 tion of the department commander."
duce as the railroads.
to
A sprained ankle will usually disstanding, no woman should hesitate
TAX
On
FARMERS PAY
Northern
AMERICAN
Canadian
The
miles.
or
Director Page has described the able the injured person for three or
believe our honesty of purpose,
SPECIAL TRAIN WILL CAHKY tario added 75 miles of new mileage
FOR
OF 250 MILLIONS A YEAR
condition of the roads of the United four weeks. This is due to lack or
AND SCALP TROUBLES
hesitate to put our claims to a test.
COLORADO MERCHANTS ON
and now has work under way between SKIN
BAD ROADS
States in making an announcement proper treatment. When ChamberThere Is only one way to overcome
LONG TOUR
Liniment is applied a cure may
Toronto and Ottawa, on 258 miles
that the American Association for lain's
YIELD TO ZEMO
catarrh. That way, is through the
be effected In three or four days. This
between
section
a
on
also
mfi.v use all the snuffs,
Vmi
the Highway Improvement has opened liniment is one of the best and most
vinsti
w
ISIWWI
Washington, Jan. 6. That
Denver, Jan. 6 Live Colorado Gowganda Junction and Port Arthur,
loss of offices In Washington. The organiza- remarkable preparations in use. Sold
a
direct
suffers
douches or like remedies for years
States
United
CLEAN LIQUID PREPARATION
"boosters" to the number of one hun- which are 500 miles apart. This line
followed a by all druggists.
without getting more than temporary
forty million dollars annually on ac- tion of this association
to invade the is being built to connect the eastern
are
is
expected
dred,
several
In
this
EXTERNAL
FOR
USE
in
conference
general
city
Catarrh
and
best.
incorrect
at
count
of
inadequate
relief
to stimulate lines in Ontario with the western lines
mainten- weeks ago of many of the leading
Many persons find themselves afin
the
construction,
methods
a diseased condition of the system Southwest in February
at Port Arthur, and will form part of
in that region.
fected
with a persistent cough after
in
trade
the
of
the
most
road
frequently
country,
engineers
G.
of
O.
The
Schaefer Drug Store is ance and administration
public
that shows locally
an
Pacific
coast,
to
of Influenza. As this cough
route
the
attack
is
the
arranged
train
A
being
through
railspecial
so confident that ZEMO will rid the roads, ia the assertion of L. W. Page, president of five of the largest
discharges from mucous membranes.
can be promptly cured by the use of
Colorado & Southern, The Canadian Pacific laid a total of
the
with
for
of
assisted
and
by
road
he
should
office
representatives
systems
skin or scalp of infants or grown per- director of the United States
Chamberlain's
Local treatment
Cough . Remedy, it
over whose rails the "boosters" will 367 miles, and work Is now under sons
and president of the motor car manufacturers and pub- should not be allowed to run on until
of
of
roads,
Internal treatment for the general
blackheads,
dandruff,
pimples,
public
as Amarillo, Tex. Thomas way on about 263 miles.
condition If a complete cure is go as far
new American Association for High lishing interests. W. C. Brown, presi- it becomes troublesome. Sold by all
In Mexico, the Southern Pacific eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
agent for
passenger
treat
general
Fisher,
dent of the New York Central lines, druggists.
internal
That
reached.
t,a
ivy poison or any other form of skin way Improvement.
Colorado & Southern, is now added 41 miles, has work under way
of the association;
Is
com
Is
loss
enormous
This
ment should be scientifically devised the
will
or
nothing
that
they
scalp eruption,
give
Out details of the train on 33 miles additional, and has locat
You can generally depend upon It
working
of the United
treasurer
busy
Lee
administered.
McClung,
back If you are not en- pared with the indirect loss, through
oni faithfully
ed the line from Tepio to Magdalena. your money
Its itinerary.
and
there is something on foot when
that
Louis
treasurer
and
is
Hill,
scientifically
Mucu-Ton- e
is
States,
obof
cost
Rexall
satisfied with the results
excessive
transportation,
the Pecos Valley Particulars of the work being carried tirely
From
an
Amarillo,
railsee
a friend going into a chiroof
you
Northern
Great
the
of
use of ZEMO.
which i3 caused by the burden which president
prepared from the prescription
Roswell and out by that company were given In tained from the
to
used
will
be
diroad
of
board
of
podist's.
chairman
is
years
the
for
who
road,
thirty
farmers
aminent ohvsician
The first application will give bad 'roads Impose upon the
The NationThis Pecos City. At the latter point, the a previous issue.
relief and show an improve- and others who use the highways, and rectors.
made catarrh his specialty.
prompt
22
to
El
added
miles
Mexico
al Railways of
to the Texas Pacific will be taken
The peculiar properties of ChamAccording to President Page and
ment
in every instance where this amount according to Mr. Page's
and
remedy is admirably adapted
which will be the southernmost and has work under way on 64 miles
will destroy the report, reaches the impressive total other officers of the organization the berlain's Cough Remedy have been
treatment of the catarrhal ailments Paso, visited on the
used
persistently,
strenuadditional.
trip. A
tested during epidemics
enriches point
principal work ahead la to correlate thoroughly
the skin in a of 250 million dollars every year.
of women. It purifies and
of influenza, and when it' wad taken
"New main track mileage is report- germ life, leaving
dis- ous campaign of education of New
mucous
of
two
to
all existing In time we have not heard of a sinstop
and harmonize efforts
condition.
The American farmer ia paying
the blood, tends
Mexicans and Texans regarding mat ed ln 38 states and territories, includ- clean, healthy
re- or three times as much to get his pro organizations working for road im- gle case of penumonia. Sold by all
some
of
show
us
Let
you
charges, aids in removing impurities
jroof
new
61
of
miles
and ters pertaining to Colorado, especial ing Alaska, where
cures mjkle by ZEMO and ducts to market as the man who tills provement, to get uniform road legis- druggists.
from the system, soothes, heala
lv tihe state's manufacturers, will track were built. Texas, which was markable
and
mucous
tissues,
Aliens the
booklet Bow to pre- the erround in Europe, and this ad lation in every state, and to seek
a
you
give
first in 1909, was first this year, with
of health and be engaged ln by the travelers.
The Optic leadB, others tag.
a
feeling
about
ded cost of transportation is known continuous and systematic mainten
skin.
serve the
brings
Returning, the Journey will be 756 miles; Washington and North DaStore.
G.
O.
Schaefer
Drug
strength.
made through New Mexico by way kota come next in order, each with U
Mucu'
.
We want you to try Rexall
the Santa Fe, with stopovers at over 300 miles; Idaho, Minnesota,
of
are
If
you
biliousfrom
are
Tone on our guarantee.
If
suffering
not Albuaueraue and Laa Vegas and a Oregon and South Dakota built be ness, you
cbron
indigestion,
constipation,
I
not benefited, or for any reason
tween 200 and 300 miles each; Cali- ic headache, invest one cent in a pos
we will side trip to Santa Fe.
and
ua
tell
satisfied, simply
low
Medi
North
of
e
establishment
to
Chamberlain
freight fornia, Oklahoma, Montana,
The
mu.u-Tontal card, send
hand back your money. Kexaii
rates, a development of the last week Carolina and Arizona, in descending cine Co., Des Moines, Iowa, with your
and
cents
50
sizes,
two
in
comes
name and address plainly on the nacR,
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
can obtain la expected to result in a tremendous order, also built over 100 miles of and they will forward
sam- a
free
you
you
Remember,
$1.00.
goods in main line in 1910. The largest de- nle of Chamberlain's
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
Rexall demand for Colorado-mad- e
at--The
Stomach and
Rexall Remedies only
FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
crease was in Nevada, where only-1New Mexico and western Texas.
Liver Tablets. Sold by all druggists
Store. E. G. Murphey.
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AT 8:00

Gov. Mills, O. A. Larrazolo and
Cnas. A. Spiess will speak on the
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Than Ever Before
AU

That the Market Affords In

high grade tonics used at
barber shop.

Nol-ette- 's

'
Bread and pastry made in our own
bakery. The White' kitchen.

FreshANDFruits

Automobile,
painting by a
Grand avenue.

Green Vegetables

.

at Sanitary
&

Phone Main 193 or Main 194

(L:

Timothy

J

Hy

White Cleaned Oats
Corn Corn Chops
and

Bra.r

"01

11

PR

R

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131.

ESTABLISHED. 1876

The

First Rational

Bank

OF,

Las Vegas, New Mexico.
First National Bank Building, 6th St.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
transacted.
Interest paid on time deposit.

A general banking business

Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

eSS

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St,

Phono Main 21

Our Chase and Sanborn's High Grade
Coffees and Teas
Meets the demands of all classes, rich and poor, high and low,
inasmuch as they are good, pure, wholesome drinks, at comparatively a moderate cost.
VJ
To see it is to like it,
To drink it is to enjoy it
To speak of it is to praise it
i

We ask you to give Chase and Sanborn's coffees and teas a
trial and be convinced of their merits as luxurious and beneficial

drinks.

The

Chase and Sanborn's Sole 'Agency.

a large number of
patterns. Neat figures
and stripes, all good
styles, short bosoms,

Two Orchestras, Continuous Music. Several Distinct and New
Something doing every minute. Cake Walks, Merry
Widow Prize Waltz, Clowns Contest, Crowning of King and Queen,
"
300 extra chairs already arranged for.

Barber

every

just what you want

Shop.

Buhler.

After a vacation of two weeks
for work
The Ladies' Altar sociaty of the the city schools will
West side will give a social at Mack-el'- s Monday morning.
There has been
hall, Friday evening. Admission nothing but fun for the teachers and
25c.
their pupils since school closed on
the Friday before Christmas. Many
Rev. J. W. Rose will deliver an ad- of them have been out of town on
dress in the Y. M. C. A. auditorium holiday visits. Today the incoming
Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the trains brought many of them back
and tomorrow even more will re
regular weekly men's meeting.
turn. Johnnie and Sue and the rest
Meals served any hour of the day of the boys and girls took their books
cents. White Kitchen.
twenty-fiv- e
home wltlh them. How many of them,
however, will have their lessons on
After being confined to his room for Monday is a matter of conjecture.
several days by an attack of rheuma- Parents wishing to enter their chiltism J. D. Hand is again able to be dren in the beginning primary deout.
partment should do so at once as
in a sihort time tho work will have
At a recent entertainment in Las advanced so far that no more can
Vegas one of the young women who be admitted.
took part kept the audience constantLast night the Jeannette ' KMng
ly amused by sitting "pigeon toed."
company entertained a large number
Boots and shoes made to order for of Santa Fe employes, their families
cripples a specialty. My old custom- and friends in the Y. M. C. A. hall.
ers and the public are generally in- The company Is made up of but three
vited to call and see me. Joe Mar- persons, but It gave an enojyable en
tin 621 Sixth street.
tertainment Miss KUng is a reciter
of stories and plays. She lacks the
Attorney A. T. Rogers, sr., is ex- .affectation of many elocutionists and
pecting the arrival of a new Overland readers. Instead her manner is naturauto from the factory in a few days. al and quite effective. Miss HenIt will be one of the handsomest mo- rietta Wiehl, the violinist, showed
tor cars In the city.
herself an accomplished musician.
She was encored after each appear
It is announced by the pastor. Rev. J. ance. Miss Louise Kerper Harrison,
S. Moore, that there will be no Sun- the pianist, is a soloist of ability.
day services at St. Paul's. Memorial Her accompaniments for Miss KHng
Episcopal church, as the rector will and Miss Welhl showed her to be a
be absent from the city.
program
thorough musician. The
pleased the audience from start to
Attorney William G. Haydon has finish.
moved his law office from the rooms
at the west end of the second floor
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes is
of the Pioneer building to those in about to begin his annual Inspection
the same structure recently vacated of the various companies of the First
Mexico National
New
by Judge E. V. Long.
Regiment
Guard.
This inspection is always
There will be a called communica made several weeks before the antion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. & nual Inspection by a United States
A. M. Monday evening. Work will be army officer. General Brookes has
done in the M. M. degree. All mem- made no announcement as to when
bers of the lodge and visiting Masons he will be here to inspect Company
are invited to be present
H. ' During the holiday rush many
of the members of the company were
Work on the improvement of the busy and unable to take as much intrack at Amusement park, . which terest In the company as is usual- was stopped by the recent cold snap, However, the company has now set
will be resumed Monday. It is now tled down to hard work.
planned to have another race meet
about the first of next month.
Tonight at Albuquerque, the Nor- Imal University's
basketball
squad
This evening in their lodge rooms, will meet the fast bunch of youngwill occur the installation of officers sters representing the University of
of the Fraternal Brotherhood lodge, New Mexico. This is. the Normal's
will
after which refreshments
be first game out of town and the boys
served and a social time enjoyed. went to Albuquerque last evening
Every member is urged to be pres- with the intention of winning it or
ent.
knowing why. The Optic will re
ceive the result of the game immedi
The annual meeting of the Young ately
after the final whistle is
Men's Christian association is sched- blown. This will be posted in
uled for next Tuesday night at the
drug store. The Normal will
association building.
The meeting play tomorrow night in the Ancient
will be an- important one, since sev- City against the high school of that
eral new directors are to be elected. place.
Following the business session, Dis
Some of the baseball players, who
trict Attorney Charles, W. G. Ward
will deliver a practical address, telling have been bitten by the baseball bug
of the association's work in cities of the most virulent type, have al
of the east and in Canada, which he ready begun oiling up their gloves
visited last fall.
and working out their arms. They
say if good weather prevails they
wlH Sget up some amateur games in
the near future. However, the more
conservative fans are telling them
to wait until winter is over. It is
hard to keep the fans hibernating
when they see the sun shining so
brightly, no matter what the season
of the year.
.

SANATORIUM

EIGHTY-EIGH-

during thiscold weather. Not all sizes of
one kind, but all sizes
in the lot, sizes 14 to 17.

PUTS

UPJTS

OWN ICE

Shirts 'Sold all the Way From
We
$1.25 to
-Offer Choice of lot at

xOF CONCOMMODITY HARTONS

T

GEALED

.r

VESTED AT VALMORA
tons of natural ice
were put up by the Valmora Industrial sanatorium near Watrous last
week, according to Dr. W. T. Brown,
superintendent of the institution, who
was in the city yesterday and a part
of today on a brief business trip. Some
quick work was done in preparing to
care for the ice when it was seen
that the crop was to be a good one
Dr. Brown got a force of carpenters
and hurriedly erected an ice house.
Before this was entirely completed
the cutting began. A. E. A. Shinner
and P. L. St. Aubin, two Chicago business men who are stopping at the institution, assisted materially in car
ing for the ice.
Yesterday Dr. Brown, in recogni
tion of their services, arranged for a
dinner for them and himself at the
Castaneda. After the names Dr,
Brown wrote on the register, "three
Ice men." Some wag came along
and placed an "N" before the word
ice. Dr. Brown and Messrs. Shinner
and St. Aubin felt quite flattered.
Then somebody else, with a sense of
wit and a flowing pen, placed a ques
tion mark after the legend.
The ice put up by the sanatorium
was nine inches in thickness.
Dr.
Brown will build a cold storage com
partment in a portion of the Ice house
early in the spring.
Eighty-eigh-

t

We throw in a lot of golf
shirts" worth up to $1.25 at
the same price.

G

"A Square Deal"

Before Storing

Our Line of
Heating Stoves

Jt

Failing t9 survive the effects of a
surgical operation to which she sub
mitted yesterday Mrs. Edward Whalen
died early this morning In a local
hospital. Mrs. Whalen is survived by
her husband and six children.
She
came here with her family some
time ago for the benefit of her health
Her condition improved steadily and
there was good reason for believing
she would entirely recover.
How
ever, Mrs. Whalen recently was seized
An
by an attack of appendicitis.
operation was necessary and her con
stitution, weakened by disease, was
unable to withstand the shock. The
body will be taken to Charleston, III.,
the Whalen's former home, for burial.
The Laa Vegas Undertaking company
will prepare the body for its journey.
Since, coming to Las Vegas the
Whalens have resided .'on Railroad
avenue. They have many frienus
here.
CONVICTS

Son,

The Modern

FOR

ROAD

it

Make One Good

Resolution

is the "press machine", method,
the process we , use in our
laundry.
By this system 'your
shirt
bossoms are ironed without
friction, motion, or undue wear
from any cause.' The shirt
bossoma are placed upon ,the
flat, softly padded ironing
boards and presses against the
steam heated ironing plate
b. ing held there until Ironed
rnd dry.
There is no motion, so no
stretching and no pulling of
your shirts. They keep? their
better
anifl y wear
shape
longer. And our process gives
a handsome domestic . finish
that even hand ironing cannot
Continued 'patronage
equpl.
will prove to you that, we both
make your linens looks better
and wear longer.
t ,

WORK

For i9ii
and Use

Our Fresh
Roasted
Coffee

BOUGH

Main 81.

E R

The Coffee Man

P.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry-Phon-

-

Grind
to Suit You.

S.-- Will

".

TONIGHT
REGISTER NOW IF
YOU WISH

f
4- -

f
f
f
f
f

?"

,

Start Right

Method of Ironing
Shirts y;

pez, a deputy and guard, will have

v

STEARNS,

REGULAR PRICE

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

It was announced today that the
gang of convicts that will be employed in the construction of the new
road to Mora will arrive here Tuesday of next week. Arrangements are
being made for their care. Felipe Lo-

LUNCHEON

Off

J, C. Johnsen &

menu

H.

11,

, .1:

V.

general supervision of the convicts
and endeavor to make life so pleasant for them ' while they are constructing the highway that none of
tnese gentlemen will endeavor
to
leave unexpectedly. Local merchants
and others are preparing bids for the
supplies that will be necessary for
the gang, and the contracts will be
let soon. G- C. Price, the engineer in
charge .of the .work, is engaged In
making preliminary
arrangements
The announcement in the press dis- The road building will likely begin
Monarch Lobster
at the Las Vegas end of the road
patches of yesterday of the death of
and be pushed straight through to'
United States Senator Stephens B,
Mora.
Elkine at his home in West Virginia,
Cheese Cream Toast
was received with universal regret
NOTICE, STOCKHOLDERS
Bismark Pickled Onions among the
of this city,
MEETING
where Mr. Elkiris was personally
The
annual
meeting of the stockFried Parsnips, Butter Nut Bread known to many.
holders of the Agua Pura company of
Las Vegas, will be held in the office
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com- of the
company at Las Vegas, New
pany will hold Its regular monthly Mexico, Monday the twenty-thir- d
Lemon Jello
day
business meeting tonight in its sta- of
1911, at 3 o'clock p. in. for
January,
With Maraschino Cherries
tion on the West de. Following the the election of directors and to trans
transaction of business a social ses- act
any business that may come be
sion will be held!, .. Foreman L. W.
fore the meeting. Perfetto Waffers
Ilfeld has provided some refreshments
F. H. PIERCE, Secretary.
'
.. '
Upton's Ceylon Tea for the fire laddies.
6, 1911. f
January
?t ;
J Two marriage licenses were issued
the greatest danger from influenza
this morning at the court house. The la of its resulting in pneumonia. This
young people 'made happy were Irenea can be obviated by using Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, as it not only
Martinez, 16, Cowspring, and Bernar- cures
Influenza, but counteracts any
and
dino Dean; Gaspar ,Lucero,-,20tendency tof the dteease towards nenu
PURE THINGS TO MA,
Julianita" Gonzales, fg, Buxton, .N. M. monia.
y;
y
by all druggists. V
'

Wt Will
Make a Reduction of

15

Mur-phey- 's

.

REE N BERG E R

OF APPENDICITIS

DIES

'

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

We place "on sale
today a lot of men's
stiff bosom shirts in

FEBRUARY 22, DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

re-op-

IKE DAVIS

FIRE CO.

Carnival Ball

mid-Oiirit- ef

'

Tomorrow, January 8th

&

Features.

Clean, hot towel, each and

shave,
Nagle

Will be Displayed in Our Store

sign
carriage and
practical painter. 429

THE E. ROMERO HOSE

SHIRT

'

f
f

f

It is of great importance that
to cast

all the voters who wish

their ballots on January 21, at
the election fojr.the adoption or
rejection of "the Constitution for
the new state , register now. The
boc&a, : are t now
registration
open and will rdmaifn eo until
January 11, when Ahey will be
closed.
For the 'city and town
of Las Vegas ' registrations will
be made in the following places:
Precinct No. 29, at City Hall;
Precinct No. 5, at offlce of El
Independlente; Precinct No. 3,
at home of Jose Blea; Precinct
No. 6, at store of Eufemio La- cero y Jiron.
.
1

4

CRYSTAL

TO VOTE

f

MOVING

THEATRE
PICTURES

4-

Program changes Sunday,
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday

f

f

Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
on tap at the Opera Bar and is one-othe finest draft beers served over
any bar in the, city..
I

f

When the stock market is right,,
even the bear may feel bully.
t-f

Best draught beer in the city, at
the Lobby; of course:

